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XI. THE PROGRAj'I ADVAI'ICSS TO TURDEP. IN OCCUPIED RUSSIA (1941)
As a result of the aggressive war of iiie Third Reich, in which the
Foreign Office defendants participated, a vast area of Russia becane a
suitable field for the annihilation of Jev/s and other undesirable people

in this area*

The extenninatioh of the undesirables was part of the

German program for securing more living space in the East and it was
the Foreign Office defendants who watched carefully whether the triggermen Cf the Einsatzgruppen performed their deadly work of procuring

living space through murder.

The Foreign Office defendants 'TBIZSAECI^t,

WOEKIANW, Erdmannsdorff, and others, received continuously tie progress
reports of this tremendous program.

For months and months thoy studied

S*

the 'hchievenents " and tliey wore obviously satisfied with the v;ork since
neither I'i/EIZSAECKER nor vrOER'ilM nor Erdmannsdorff ,nado any objection to

I

the continuation of this program.

There v/ere more than twenty otlicr Foreign Office officials of
j

WOER^^^A^W^s Political Department like Tlppelskirch and lieinburg. who
received these reports and gave their tacit consent by initialing them,
f

In the cross-examination of Tlppoiskirch it developed that he regarded
this natter as so dangerous that he denied knowledge until he was faced

with his initials (Tr. p. 1913?).
•^'lioevGr

did not want to agree with this progr.m had the perfect

right to do so, and it was the defense affiant von Hentig who raised his

voice very energetically and protested^vdlling to risk possible pension-

y

ing (Defense Ex, ii70, ''.Teiz. Nr. U76, IiTeiz, Bk, lO). Since 1CTZSAECKSR,

*v

WOER.IANM, and Erdmannsdorff wore in line with this policy of extermination.
no formal protest v/as ever filed by then via-a-vis the other agencies who
enforced this policy.

Let us review the details of how, in tho interest of future hegemony
of Germany in Eastern Europe, one of the most important foreign policy
considerations of tho German Foreign Office, this program was carried out

with "the tacit consent of VHSIZSAEGIiER, 1'"0E1Z^''ANN, Erdmannsdorff and others.
'^'.hen Ihe German armies, v/ithout any declaration
of war, crossed the Polish frontier and smashed

.

into Russia, there moved with and "behind them

a unique organization known as the Einsatzgruppen,"

(^i?r, p. 6651, Judgment of 0?rihunal II, Case 9,
known as Einsatzgruppen Case).
In a memorandum to the Office of the State Secretary, lfSIZSA3C-Z3R

(with WSI2SASCKDH's initials, dated Berlin, January 8, 1942), Picot, an
official of the Department Deutschland, submitted to various sections
of the Foreign Office, including the Office of the State Secretary

V/EIZSASGKEE and to 'JOBEMJUfflT (who also initialed this document), the
Progress Reports of the Einsatzgruppen of the Security Police and the

SD in the U.S.S.R., and attached to it excerpts of these reports, prethe

pared in^Eoreign Office.
The report comprises the outline of the history of the four Einsatzf

gruppen A, S, C, and D and their formation as a result of an agreement

between the Chief of the Security Police and the SD and the Ei^ Comc^d

of the Army.

v»-:(

Bach Einsatzgruppe is on^the march to its assigned areas

with the advanced G-erman Army in the U.S.S.R.

'^Accordir^ to report from

the Einsatzgruppen the cooperation with the Wehrmacht is excellent."

(HO-2651, Report Eo. 1 dated 31 July 1941, Exhibit Eo. 1731, Document
Book Eo. 61, page 83).
'^Erom Tilsit the Einsatzgruppen undertook actions in
and around Riga, whereby a number of snipers and of

ficials r mostly Jews - were liquidated. In Carsden,
Krottingen and Polangen altogether 5C0 Jev/s and
snipers were liquidated.
"In retaliation for arson, plundering, and murder a
total of 8,000 persons were liquidated in the area

of Einsatzgruppe B (VJhite Ruthenia), a great number
of whom belonged to the Jewish intelligentsia. White
Ruthenians were only liquidated when unmistakably

verified as Bolshevist officials or agents." (Docu
ment Book Wo. 61, pages 83-84),

The liquidation of the Jews according to the program, with which
fx

the Eoreign Office defendants were familiar, was carried out right from
the beginning of the invasion without any atten^t to assess individual
guilt or responsibility for actions which were, sometimes mentioned as

alleged reasons for their "liquidation".

"Similar circumstances prevailed in the Ukraine.
Here also the main activity of the Einsatzgruppe
0 was directed towards the liquidation of all JeWs
and Bolshevists responsible for the murderous ter

ror in these parts." (Document Book Ko. 61, page 85),
-
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In lemberg (Polish G-alicia) , *^7,000 Jews v/ere arrested and shot..."
"In Shitomir 178 Soviet Russians and Jov/s wore shot,
some of whom had "been handed over as civilian pris

oners "by the Wehrmacht."

(ihid, page 86).

The Einsatzgruppe.n complained about the Roumanians shooting Jews
without systematic planning.
"The Einsatzkommando has issued instructions to the

Roumanian police to proceed somewhat more systemati
cally in this direction. Por disobedience to orders
from the Security Police and as reprisal for attacks
on G-erman military personnel, the Jewish Council of
Elders of Belzy and other Jews, altogether 45, wore

liquidated."

(ibid, page 87).

The Binsatzgruppen report No. 2 covering the period from 29 July

to 14 August 1941 (]sr0-2652, Exhibit No. 1732)» revoals further details
on the genocidal policy in the Eastern occupied areas.

"The whole Jewry had to be liquidated in Viloyka..."

"527 Jews were liquidated in Oschminaja; 333 Jews
in Witebsk, among whom v/ere 5 officials. Eurthormore 87 Jews were shot in Ifltobsk because of public

refusal to work." (page 90 of Document Book No. 6l).
The native population did not sufficiently participate in the kill

ing of Jews in spite of the German efforts to incite the local population.
"Anti-Jewish pogroms could only be instituted in some
places, thus, for instance 6CC Jews in Tarnopol and

lie Jews in Chrerostkow wore killed by the population."
iri'

"49C Jews were shot in the last days in Shitomir..."
"22. Jews in Trojaiiow and 40 Jews in Karestischor..

"24 Jews, who refused to work in Miriupol..."
"146 Jev/s were shot in VTinnica..."

"Purther
•"uioiier shootings
snooT^ings took
toox place
place in
in Markow
R
where 14

Jews were liquidated." ^page 9l).

"97 Jews wore shot in Kokyma
. 551 Jews were
liquidated in Kischlpew." (page 92).

The Einsatzgruppen Report No, 3 (N0~2653, Exhibit Ko. 1733) covering
the period from 15 August to 31 August 1941, reports the liquidation
of 7,343 persons, mostly Jews". The rounding up activity of the Eiusatzgruppe^n, and the deportation,of thousands of people is described.

The Einsatzgruppen Report No. 4 (NO-3654, Exhibit No. 1734) covering
the period from 1 September to 15 September 1941, lists the shooting of
hundreds of Jews in various towns of the occupied Russian territories.
" 63 ^

The Einsatzgruppon Report iTo. 5 (RO-2555, Exhibit ITo, 1735), cover

ing the period from 15 to 30 September 1941, points out that

in

places where an increased propaganda could be ascertained, fche Jewish
inhabitants were shot"*

Rue to such measures the number of persons

liquidated was close to 75,000.

"For the same reasons the Binsatzkommando operating
in the Rakiskis, Sarasai, Perzai and Prionai dis
tricts has already reached the figure of 85,000
persons executed.
Jews."

The said districts are free of

''M

The Einsatzgruppen Report Ko. 5 (iTO-3656, Exhibit Eo. 1735), cover

ing the period from 1 October to 31 October 1941, reports that in Estonia

all male Jews over 16 years of age were killed, with the exception of
doctors and Jewish elders. Altogether the report aids up to some 90,000
Jews killed.

Also Jewish girls and women were executed.

After having related this story of mass murdor, the report sums up
the result by announcing;

"The solution of the Jewish problem was taken up
energetically by the Einsatzgruppen of the Secu

rity Police and the Security Service, especially
in the d:.strict east of the Bnjepr. Districts
recently occupied by the Kommandos vtqto cleared

of all Jews."(page 115 of Document Boole ITo. 6l) .
This report makes it clear that the word 'solution' is identical
with killing.

Those few quotations suffice to show the fate of the Jovs living in
the- occupied territories of the East after the Gorman invasion of the

U.S.S.E.

These reports wore submitted to the loading officials of the

Eoroign Office f?r consideration.

I

The defendants WEIZSAECKER,

and Erdjnannsdorff received them and acknowledged receipt.

On the 10th of Docember 1941 Report No, 6 (N0--3657, Exhibit No. 1737)
was Bubmitted to the Ecrelgn Office for consideration, among others to

the Under Secretary of State, Political Division (V/OEPJlAtrj), the Deputy
Ohiof of the Political Division (Erdmannsdorff), to Section I of the
Political Division, to Economic Division, to Division Doutschland

Section III, to the Information Division, to the Press Division, and to
the Broadcasting Division. VOERIiAifN and Erdmannsdorff initialed the
covering memorandum of this report. Section DII of the Eoreign Office
— 6/j, -r

I t r MiaJi

"Trfril-i i

i-f

summarized the data given in Report i'To. 6 (XTO—3657, Exhi'bit i'Jo. 17b7)
for the convenience of the leading officials of the Reich Roreign Office.
On the left-hand side of the document, the defendant VEISSAJJCIOIH

initialed the summary of the Einsatzgruppen report vrhich was attached

to the report itself.

The Eoroign Office summary stressed that all male

'if'

Jews over 16 years of age, with the exception of the doctors and Ju/lsh

elders, were executed in Estonia.

The liquidation of the Jews in Witchsk

was reported shortly and the extermination of more than 33,000 Jews in
2iew, during the last part of Septemher 1941, v/as given four lines.

I
1

The Chief of Department Doutschland, Duthor, signed a special note &r

vcrbr.l report

(•nVartragsnotiz") which contained the important points

quoted ahove, to ho submitted to Eihhentrop, through the Secretary of
State, XmzaAEGKSE.

The defendant l^EISSAECSER himself received this

document as an attachment to the actual Einsatzgruppen report xTo. 6 hnd
J

initialed it on the left margin of the "Vortragsnotiz".

The Einsatzgruppen Report Ho. 7 (H0-36E8, Exhibit Ho. 1738), cover
ing the month of Hovember 1^41, was similarly submitted and received
by the Eoreign Office.

It contains information of the clianged location

of the four Einsatzgruppen and reports the v^holesalG slaughter of the
the jilt'.ltic btates and ..hite Ri.vbiienia) and

Jews in Eastland (comprisipgyfchG arrests and execution of Jews.in various
towns of occupied Russia,

At Moghilev 3,736 Jews wore shot.

"The ghetto established there by an Einsatzkommando
of the Security Police and the SD could be returned
to the town administration again, as Moghilev, as a

consequence of the latest actions is nearly cleared
of Jews.

'

"The few surviving Jews have been housed in a forced

labor camp and, being skilled artisans, are available

there for labor allocation." (page 122, Document Book
Ho. 61),

The Eoroign Office also received the Einsatzgruppen Report Ho. 8

(HO—2659, Exhibit Ho. 1739), covering the period between 1 December and
31 December 1941, on the 24th of Januan/ 1943.

'01

Heydrich sent this report to the Reich Foreign Minister, and it

then was forwarded on the 36th of January 1942 to the competent divisions
of the Foreign Office for study.

On the 27th of January 1943 Picot of

the department D II of the Foreign Office sent this report on to numer- 65
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'• • • 11 i"i rii

iiK ii'i'ir*il1i ''li-t'

• i.

OU.S other divisions of the Foreign Offico.

Kio distrihution list con

tains the offices of numorous officials of the i'oreign Office, including

WEIZSAECKER's, WQEHMAM's and "ii;rdinann^or'fi''s,

had an opportunits^

to studs'" it and initialed the. reports without making any ohjections,
The murder action to which they tacitly consented was carried cut
as follows:

"At Bohruisk, after the departure of the Teilkomnia.ndo of the Security Police and Securit:'" Service

(SP), the Jews immodiatoly resumed their activity
to an increased degree.

0?hey did not weax "badges,

refused to work, were connected v/itli partisans and
nhowed a defiant conduct towards the occupation
forces. Por this reason and "bocausc of a special

action, 5,281 Jews v/ero shot.

Ihe town of Bohruisk

and vicinity is thus purged of Jev;s." (Original
page 8 of Exhibit ITo. 1739, page 127 of Document
Book ITo. 61) .
'Special Action' moans o'bviously the killing without any pretext.
In like manner 1,113 Jows were shot at Paritschi near Bobruisk, and near

4

Smolensk 835 Jews were executed,

(ibid, Pocumcnt Book No. 61, page 127).

"At Powno tho anti-Jewish a,cticn v;hich had been
planned for a long time vms caxTiod out and

15,000 Jev;s could be shot." (ibid, page 127).
On tho 5';h of March 1942, the office of tho Chief of tho Soc^ority
Police and the SB, submitted to the Porcign Office the Einsatzgruppen

Eeport No. 10 (NO-2661, Exhibit No. 174C), covering the period from
1 Pobruary 1942 to 28 Pobruaiv 1542, which tho Poroign Offico •received
on tho 12th of March 1942 and distributed to the various divisions of

the Poroign Office.

Luther wrote a summ.ary, which ho attached to the

Einsatzgruppen report and vmich summarizes in a so-called "Vprtragsnotiz" the important points of the report.

The document was studied

and initialed by eight leading officials of tho Poreign Office including
NEIZSAECNSR, who acknowledgod receipt of the report, including tho
summary, by his initials.

This report, too, shows the extermination policy against the Jews in
the East.

It repeats that l^he Jewish question was being solved in the

^stland and that the clarification of this problem .is progressing in
other occupied territories of the East.
"The concentration of the Jews in ghettos is,
generally speaking, accomplished. Again and
again Jews who did not comply with official
-
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•ir

'orders ^ere seized and shot. In order t© avoid

further spreading of diseases, various shootings
of Jews were necessary." (Origir^l jage 10 of Exh.
No, 171^0).

On the 23rd of April 1942 the RSHA of Heydrich submitted the Ein-

satzgruppen Report No. 11 (NO-2662, Exh. 1741)1 covering the period
, from- 1 Iferch to the end of Tvi^rch 1942» to the Reich Foreign Office,

•where

it was received on the 27th of April 1942. An official, one BrunSj

of Ribhentrop's office acknowledged receipt by his initials,'The re-

poi't was submitted to I3 different bureaus of the Foreign Office t in
cluding those of ^^IZS;;ECKSR, ViTOERI'/fANN, and :.irte.nnGdorf£ 70M14.NN

and Erdmannsdhrff personally acknowledged the receipt of the document,
while f/EIZSAEGICER's defense affiant Kessel acknowledged the receipt
for'.VEiaaAECKER'S office.

This report contains further series of atrocious details of the

German policy or extermination in the East. Tne Scotland (pstland) is
reported to be "purged of Jews almost entirely".
/

'

Only such Jews as were necessary for important work were permitted

to stay alive and to be confined to ghettos, (original page 11 of Exh.
1741).
"In Riga, among others, 3 Jews who had been trans
ferred from the Reich to'tne ghetto, and ^no had
escaped, were recaptured and publicly hanged in
the ghetto."

"In the course of a greater action against Jews,
3,412 Jews were shot in Minsk, 302 in '.Vilejka and
2,007 in Baranov/itschi."

"Besides the measures taken against individual

Jews operating in a criminal or political rjBnner,

•h

,
!

the tasks of the Security Police and the SD in
the other areas of the Eastern front, consisted

'

in a general pure.inj of larger l6calities. Alone
inRakow, e.g. 15,000 Jews were shot and 1,224 in
Artnowsk, so tiaat these places are now free of

Jews.",
it

r.-'!

^

"In the Crimea 1,000 Jews and gypiea were executed."

(Original paj,e 12 of Exhibit 1741» Doc.Bk. 61, pages
143-144).
"The story of the Einsatzgruppen and the Einsatzkoramandos is not somethin.-:; pieded together years
after their crimson deeds were accompli shed. ,

The story was written as the events it narrates
occured a id i t was authored by the doers of the
deeds. It was written In the terse, exact Ian-

- 67 -

r.

guage vjhich militery discipline requires, and
•^"hich precision of reporting dictates,.."

"The Tribunal "-ill quote rather copiously from
these reports because only by the very language

of tile actual performers can a shocked vjorld be
lieve that these things could come to JQSS in

the 20th'century(judgment in the case of the
U.S. vs. Otto Ohlendorf, Case 9» jages 8-9).

^.Thile in some instances these reports relate the shootings oi

individual JeT?s or Small groups, without trial on the pretext of in
dividual acts, the "^ast majority of- these, shootingswere nothing but
plain murder frankly reported.in "progress reports" a- carried out ^

to "free particular areas of Je7;s i' to ireke the European ^st free of
Jews was then the open policy of the Third .^eich - one year before
the initiation of the "Final Solution" and the mass deportations of
Je\7a from western, southeastern, and central parts of Europe to mur
der, camps of thS I^st.

The progrei3vS reports of the Tinsatzgruppen submitted to the Foreij,n

Office and passed upon by taem ^•'•epgan integral part of the xorei^n
I

policy of Lebe-asraum. This policy which meant - according to the Ohlendorf judgement - tne murder of about one million people had the en
dorsement of yEIZ3ilECICE:i•^, V'OEhl'liNN and Erchaamisdorff,

initialled-

these documexits, and never raised a single objection to th Is-policy.

f

ZII.,

THE FINAL SOLUnON OF IHE JE'^'aSH QHBSTIQN

(1942)

The final chapter in fulfilling Hitler's prophecy for the
annihilation of European Jews was accomplishedo

Through the pioneer

work of the Einsatzgruppen in the East, about one million Jev/s had
boon killed in the course of the year 19iil.

Ncv; the Third Reich could

deal with the major part of Europe's Jewish population, living in the
countries conquered or conte-olled by Germany,
•The next tremendous under-baking could not be solved by the mere

attaching of an Sinsatzgruppe to the military government or to the
plenipotentiary in occupied or satellite countries.

In the interest

of Germany's future hegemony in Europe, the plan for the annihilation
of the Jews in Franco, Holland, Belgium, -the Scandinavian countries,
and the satclli-bC'S in the South and Southeast had to bo worked out in
V

a completely different manner.

Niceties of sovereignty wore involved,

treaties concerning nationals of non-European countries, r.iilitary and ,

transport cxigoncios must be regarded; iDrctoctivo observing non-

European powers 7/cTC in the background. Therefore a grand strategy'" of
annihilation had to be developed among the various govornncnt depart—

nents of the Third Reich, and primarily by the Foreign Office, in
charge of foreign affairs and foreign relations.

On 25 December IRltl the late Julius Strcichor v/rote in his 'Sticrnor"
. • '

"If the danger of reproduction of that curse
of God in the Jewish blood is finally to cono
to an end, then there is only one v/ay the
extermination of that peoplo v/hoso father is

the devil." (Vol, I, p, 303, HIT Decision),

One month later on 30 January 191^2, Hitler said in the Gorman

Reichstag (Pros. Ex. 3906, FS-236O B, Doc. Bk, ai C)
have already declared on September 1, 1939

in the German Reichstag, and I am careful to
day not to make premature predictions—I'/hen I

say today -that this v/ar vd.ll not turn out the

way the Jov/s think it mil, that the EuropeanAryan pooplos will not be wiped out, but that
the result of -blais v/ar v/ill be the annihilation
of Jewry. "

When Hitler made this open pronounciamonto, which was a historic

event knovm to the whole w6rld, the govcramcntal machinery for connitting
^ 69 -

. j

one of the most tronendous war criTncs and crincs against hnnanity,
s

namely, the gonocidal murder of six million E\iropcan Jews had already
been established.

On the 9th of Dcceinbcr 19Ul "^-'ffilZSiiECrCER' s subordinate Luther was

to represent the Foreign Office a.t an inter~dopartmontal conferonce
which was later postponed until January 30, 19^2,' at which t!ie Foreign
Office was to euipose its wishes and ideas concerning the proposed
solution of the Jewish question in Europe,

The Foreign Office under

the State Secretaryship of TffilZSASCKER prepared an ci^t point program

outlining its policy for the prospective meeting,

Ihe Foreign Office

at that time proposed:

1,

Deportation to the East of all Jevfs residing in the Gorman
Reich, inc?-uding thoso v;ho live in Croatia, Slovakia, and
Rouinania,

2«

Deportation of all Jgv;s lixmLng in the territories occupiod
by Germany, who wore forricrljr GeriVian citizens but lost their
citizenship and are now stateless in accordance with the
latest supplementary docroo to the Reich citizen lav/,

3^ Deportation of all Serbian Jc.vs,

U,

Deportation of the Jews handed over to Germany by the
Hungarian Governncntft

5,

To declare Germany^s readiness to the Roumanian, Slovakian,
Croatian, Bulgarian and Hungarian .govcrrncnts, to deport to
the East die Jews liiang in these countrioso

6,

To influence the Bulgarian and Hungarian Govcrmonts to
issue laws concerning the Jews similar to the Nurnbcrg
laws,

7,

To Gxert influence on the'rest of the European governments
to issue anti-Jewish laws,

8,

h-'

Execution of these measures as hitherto in ff-iondly cooperation
with the Gestapo,
'

(Pros, "Ex, lli^O, NG~2586 F, Doc, Bk, ^9, pp,78/79)

I

Before Chris trias of 19I4I tho Foreign Office had thus i,nauguratGd a

policy of deporting the greater part of European Jov.'s of various
nationalities and origin to a geographical space vdiich thoy knov/ the
Einsatzgruppon had chosen as a convenient place to hunt d"ivn., to shoot
and hang scores of thousands of Jcv^s v^ho had lived in East Europe for
many centuries.

It was just before and during the winter of 19lil-19)42 that the RSM,
- 70 -

had sent the leading officials of tho Foreign Office copies of "the

progress reports prepared by Hie nurderers of thousands of innocent
people—men, T/onen, and children^

It vfas Tdth complete knov/lcdge of

these facts that the Foreign Office expressed its project to transport

the remaining part of European Jov/ry into that vast death c.anp, v/hich

ivas .for tho Jews, the East under the rule of tho Eins<it5igruppon,
On January 20, 19U2, at the period botweon tho "Stucmer "
announcement and the Hitler speech, the v/orthios of the Foreign•Office,
of Hie Jiinistry of tho Interior,* of the Reich Chancellory and other
agencies met together and took council on the most advantageous
procedures for the perpetration of the vast murder progron.
Tho Foreign Office defendants "^'EIZSAECKSR, "'""OERJilil'I, and Tator
A..

STEENGRACHT, and others took a leading role in tho various foreign
policy aspects of the program and its I'^plomcntation,
It is redundant to dwell upon the state of nind of the defendants

TiEIZSAECICER, i'OER^ANN, and others when ihcy initialed and inploncntod
the murder program.

Since 1933^ Hioy had knovm from many affairs we

have mentioned here that the Third Reich was a mui-der regime | since
3.939, they had known from their ovm functions that it was even a regime
of mass murder.

The sections on ^'JEIZSAECKER and TfOSRIiiM's anti-

Jewish functions before 1939, -the dcporta.tion of "the Jews from Badonia
in 19U0, and tho terrible chapter of their knowledge and tacit consent
in the Einso.tzgruppcn murders of 19lil, pf oves their state of mind beyond
any doubt,

hT5IZSAF,CI0E!-1 himself admitted on the stand that ho had to do

with things

'Which in normal times I would' have hesitated to touch

with oy oiTH handc

(Tr,,p« 0$0C-83S9)

••fOERl'IAl^I had been intimately connected with the Third Reich's
anti-Jewish actions long before they degenerated finally to outright
murder. During his ivhole dofonso ho was not able to :"iako one single
claxm that would dononstratc that he was not in full possession of all
facts and details related to Hiis program.

In tho following parts of this brief, wo propose to indic'itc that

not wc of the Prosocution, but rather these defendants of the Foreign
- 71 -

office, have written their o^vn indictment.

They have themselves

compiled and undersigned the documents offered in evidence arainst
them.
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A., The Ifcstcr Plan

J^nu?.ry 20, 19ii2 v^as the blackest day cn record for the Jev/s of

Europe, Cn that day Sta.te Secreta-ries and other top officials of
Reich govornnent agencies gathered together in Berlin in the

i^ouse at An Grosscn ITannsee ?6/58j J'-nd organized the •annihilation
progran, for the Jews of Europe., The Foreign Office was roprcsonted

Under State Secretary Luther, the Sfinistry of the Interior by Siato^
Secrotftry Stuckartj the Reich Chancc-llory of the defendant Lanners hy
hin ir •

occapiod
^ i^Vastcrial Director Kritzinger, the Ministrjr for/Eastern
Territories
^-efensG affiant Lcibbrandt, the NjD,.? Chanceller" by defense

aij.iant ICLopfer,
"^0 Chief of the Security" Police, S3 Obergrupponfuehrer Heydrich,
•wlio was the Chief of Oacr^ations for the "Final Solution of the Jov/ish
1

Question" opened the conforonco v/ith a progress report cn the steps

'.'Wl

^'hich had already boon accomplished, going then into the matters of out-

standihg/work yet to bo done, and finally establishing the settling of
sll fundamental problems, Tliereafter the departmental representatives
worked out the organization and cocrdination of the final solution
project cooperatively and with unani^'-^ous concurrence.

Thirty copies of the minutes on thj^s conforoncG were made. Copy
dvl

[

number sixteen is the one which was discovered in the files of the

Coman Foreign Office and. v/hich has been intrcduced as' Frosocuticn

/

Tbchibit lk^2 (NG-2586 G, Doc. Ek, ^9, p. 8ii). This protocol (page 86)
sho^^s the two phases which are regarded as most itnportant,
"a/ forcing the Javis out of the various phases
of the conriiunity life of the "Gorman people.

b/ forcing the Jews cut of the Lebonsraum of the
German people, "

The present ncoting. marked a change in the porsocuticn program, boeause, pp, 88/8?:

"HI.

The enigration program has now'been

re-placed by the evacuation of ihe Jews to the

East as a further solution possibility, in

accordi.ance va.th previous authorization b^'' the
Fuehrer,

"These actions arc of course to be regarded only
as a temporary substitutoj jionetheless here aDjeady
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the Solution of the Jcr-vish Froblen is of irreat

importance.
In the course of this final solution of the

1,;?

European Jewish problem approximately eleven
million Jews are involved.

IK-'

They arc distributed

among the individual countries as follows;

COUNTRY

A,

NITBER

Original Reich Territory

,

131,300
Ii3i700
1.20,000
2, 28li,000
U00,000

Austria

Eastern Territories
Government General
Bialystok
Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia
Estonia
-free of Jews-

7li, aoc

3,500

Latvia
Lithxiania

3ii,000
li3,00C
5,600
165,000

Belgium'
Denmark

France/Occupicd Territor3'"

700,000

Unoccupied Territory
Greece

69,600
160,800

,

The Netherlands

Norway
B,

1,300

. Ii8,000
350,000

Bulgaria
England
Finland

2,300

Ireland

U,coo
58,000

Italy including Sardinia

• 200

Albania

liOjOOO

Croatia

3,000

Portugal

5B,cee

Runaniay—inoluding -Bessarabia ,

-200

Albania

hQyQOO

Greetia

3v000

Portugal

3U 2,000

Rumania, including Bessarabia

6,000

Sweden
Switzerland

18,000

Serbia

10,000

S3.ovakia

68,000
6,000
55,500

, '

Spain

Turkey (European part)
Hunrar^''

7ii2,800

;

U.S.'S.R.
Ukraine

^'/hitc Russia, excluding
Bialys tok

5,000,000

2,99U,6Bi;
U|6, l;8i;
TOTc'iL

over

11,000,000'"

The groat importance of foreign relations and foreign

affairs of which the Foreign Office was in charge is outlined In "the

follovring paragraph, page 90, Doc. Bk, .59,

. .'a

"In the Jewish popuJ.ation' figures given for the

various -foreign countries, however, onl7 those of
Jewish faith are included, as the stipulations for
defining Jews along racial lines still are in part
lacking there, Ihe treatment of the problem as
regards the general attitude and viewpoint will
meet ivith certain difficulties in the various countries,

especially in Hun'-arj?' and Hcumania, It is still
possible today in Iloiimo.nia, for example, for the
Jev/ to acquire for money the right documents to
give him official proof of a foreign nationolitj'",'!
order to leave no doubt that the e2q)ression 'f'inal Solution"
was employed and understood to mean mass murder, the follcv/ing

paragraphs arc quoted, pp, 90/pl,
'Under proper direction the Jcrvs should nov; in

th0___courso of the final solution, be brought to
the Bast in _a_suitable jfapp for_ us_o_ jis_labo3p. In

Wg l:-:bq^_^anf^Sj_ ydlii soparptdxn o_f the sexes,
_^c' Jcmys c^yible_ o_f work rrc_
"ta3undoubtedly a great part^v;ijLL
_^rci^h natural diiiinuticn,

, _«

_to_gbho_so_.
o_ut

Jli^o_rcmnant jthat _^na?ulj;" jls__ ablo to survive all

this_ since, this^is unc\cubj:j^dlg,^ the part with
^t^cn.'.est _r_c:sistance - must bo_ X-lypIL
accordingly, _sinco those pcoplej__rorTGsyntii'ir a

najyural^seloction^,^ arc tG_ bG_ regarded as thc^yerm
cell of a nevr Jewish dovclq}omsnt_, should jblyqyUe

alj^>VGd to go free.
history,')

CSec "the experience 'Of

"CUndcrlining supplied)

In order to show the technique for the execution of tlio "final
f

'

•

solution" the following paragraph is quoted, page 91,
"In the program of the practical execution of
the final solution, luropo is combed through
- from T'cst to the last. The Reich area, including
the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, will
have to be taken in advance, alone for reasons
of the housing problem and other social-political
nGcossitios,

•Fho evacuated Jews exe brought first group by
• group into the sc-callcd transit ghettos, in
order from Hiorc out to bo transported fartiier
to the Eas

'"'"ith most painstakinf, accuracy, the ones who Y/ere allowed to d,ie
a nat'oral death are cnw.iorated, page 91,
"It is intended not to evacuate Jews over 69
years of age, but to i-omovo then to a ghetto
for -tho aged — Theresienstadt is under consider-ation.

Along v/ith these old-age classes - of the perbaps
280,000 Jews who on 31 October 19kl were in tho

Old Keich and i-n Austrn.a^ perhaps 305o are over 69
years old
•

. 1

there t/ill also bo taken to the ghettos
- 75 -

for the aged the Jews who are serious ivarwoundecl cases and Jews mth v/ar decorations

(iron Cros'sj First Class), ^"ith this
appropriate solution the many petitions for

exemptions will be eliminated vdth one blew."
The rolaticn between iiie annihilation plan and military necessity

was expressed as follows, page 92,
"The beginning of the individual larger evacuation
actions will be very much dependent on the nilitary
development. "

Ihe coordination between the foreign policy end of the ^^inal
Solution" and the operations v;as ei'qDressed as follo7/s, page 92,
'V'fith regard to the handling of the Final Solution
in the European aroas occupied and influenced
by us, it was proposed that the competent
officials in the Foreign Office should confer
with the ccmpotont specialists of the Security
Police and the Sd.

In Slovakia and Croatia the matter is no longer
too difficult, as the nost essential problems
in this respect have already been solved there.

f

In ?M3unania' likewise' too gcvomr.iGnt has noanY/hile appointed a comissionor for Jewish affairs.

For settling toe problem in Hungary it vnLll bo
necGssarjr in the near futrro to force upon the
Hungarian government acceptance of an advisor
on Jevdsh problems.

fith regard to taking
the preparations for
the settling of the problem in Italy, SS -

^Oborgruppcnfuehrcr HeydTich thinks a liaison
"Vt

vdth the.Police Chief in thesc^- natters is
suitable •

In occupied and unoccupied France the taking
of the Jews for evacuation can in a.11

probability proceed without great difficulties.
Under State Secretar^r Luther stated at this

i'-'!

^. y,;,

point that in a noro basic treataent of this
probleia in a fov; countries, such as in the
Northern countries, difficulties would cone

up, and it is therefore advisable to postpone
those countries for the time being.

In

consideration of the small number of Jews in

question hero, this postponement constitutes
anyvay no appreciable linitrdi:n.

On the other hand, iho Foreign Office scos
no. great dif ficultios for the Scuthoast and

ITest of Europe. "
There remained, of course, tho problon of half-Jews and quarterJews.

It was resolvod to include in the final solution the first

degroG Idschlings,

Only this last problon was not settled because
- 76 -
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r.

of the suggested alternatives th2.t it night be more advantageous to
sterilize the half-Jew rather tlian to kill then.

State Secretary von l\rEIZS/iECK3R was informed about the January

20 meeting as the official report of Luther shews (Pros, Sic.

Doc, NG-2586 J, Doc, Bk. ^9, p. 131).
Hie defendant "''fOERk'ANN was orally informed about the meeting by

the late

Luther on February 26, 19ii2 (Pros,

C-233,

3933, .

Doc.Bk,. 206 A, p. 4, identical vdth .;OEK.PJ^'I doc, 169, Book 7)
t

This Black Conference of 20 January 19U2 on Grosson Vlannsco was
no secret.

The Foreign Office officials in other countrios learned it

from their colleagues and requested as early as in 5iarch 19U2 details
on the '"Final Solution" program from VfOSBMiM (Pros, Ibc. 1703, Doc,
Bk, 60 B, Tr, p, 11U96).
It would be certainly naive to believe any evasive statements

of VJEIZSAECICER and liCfER^IAMJ to liie effect that diay were not fully
aware of all the horrendous aspects and detrils of the annihilation

program.
above,

They were kept continuously informed as v;e have shovai
Furthornore, it should be realized that the Prosecution
1454

exhibits lUi;3^ lliU^, li4;6, l^liS, lli^O, lW2, li;^3,/nnd lli55, arc all
parts of one single docuimGnt NG-2586 of Document Book ^9.

Those

exhibits were in one single German Foreign Office file and taken from
"that file as an entity and recoived one NG number.

It is obvious

fhat VJSIZSAECICSR and ""'ODn-'l/lWN and other officials to whom those files

were submitted on tie various occasions did not study only the single

page or part which was later initialod by them as we have sho^/vn above,

but the entity as a whole, one page being just a supplement to the
next.

The idle attempt of die defendant WCEroiMN to evade the issue of
knowledge by admitting only his knowledge of deportcO.ticns - another
criminal act, but not mass murder — can be socn frcn his crossexainination,

"Q.
mi'r'-

' ;

How could you assume ,that these people

would come back aftor you had seen in black
and white—in the reports—that in the Crimea
- 77 -
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1

i-f

6,000 had "been killed and in other places frcn
10,000 to 20,000 had been killed?. How could you
assurio that the dead would return?

A( Ihat^s quite a different case# Those aren't

-^e Jev/s who were deported to the "East, but tl)ope

were tlie ones who were killed by iiie E^nsatzgruppen, in connection vrith the fighting in
Russia#

I donft consider that to be any better,

but at least i t ' s a different case#

Q, Did you tliinlc that Hitler had ti^c final
solutions^—one for Hungarian and Fcuiianian Jews,
and one for Russian and Polish Jct/s?

Rid you

think that one group would be killed and the
other would not bo killed?

A.

I thought that the Jews "whc were being de

ported to the East were being taken there to
work and would live in canps# ^ore was quite
a nunber of then; so I thought that that was so."
(Tr, p. IIU96)

S

•

'

/

•.1'-

-
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B,

STSniLmTTON A FAVOR GRANTED TO HiiLF JBVS

The Foreign Office officials identified themselves so comiDletely

v>rith the policy of exterminating the Jews that any objecticn which
could have arisen from a residue of morality was silenced, , That

Europe has to be free of Jev^s and that this ^liberation" should bo

canned cut by all means, no matter hov; criminal, so imbued the thinking

of the Foreign Office officials that it v;as no longer necessary to
give that natter a second consideration.

The evidence reveals that

there was a general consent that Jev/s had no right to live and should,

in tine, be killed, either by being worked to death, by shooting, or
by gassing*

'

On the 6th of March 19k2 a meeting took place at the Reich Main.

Security Office at which the 'Foreign Office official, Radenacher, one
of ^'/ElZSAECICER's subordinates, represented the Foreign Office.

This

nan recorded the happenings of this meeting, which had as its subject: •

Final Solution of the Jevd.sh FroblGm, (Pros. Ex, lli53, NG-2586 H, Doc,
Bk. S9y p,_99) The question ivas v/hat to do with persons of ^fnixcd

blood". State Secretary, Dr. S^uckart,

i

'^d expressed himself• blearly to the effect
< i

4>hat a compulsory sterilization was intended
only for first degree I.-Hschllngs, There was
general agreement on this even Ihcugh a biol

ogically complete solution of the Mischling
problem would, only be effected in a

sterilization of the Mischling of all degrees,"

(Document Bk, 59, p, IDj)

The participants In this conference also agreed that the

sterilization measures shoiild not be handled by laiv or decree, but by
administrative regulations only. The reluctance to pass a law or

issue a decree on the natter is an indication that the responsible •
officials were aware that this inhuman and criminal act of forced

sterilization could not be acknowledged publicly. Administrative
regulations in a totalitarian regime were practically as effective
i

as laws or decrees, and, at the same toe, they were considered better
suited to conceal the barbarity of Germany's policy. Arj one at the
meeting, as recorded in tiiis docTiment, raised any objections to the
measure of sterilization itself. All, including the representative
- 79 -

of the Foreign Office, were in agreement#

After having reached liiis

conclusion, without dissent, the various representatives of the German
agencies returned to their respective offices and submitted a report

for immediate action#

'

On 11 June 19h2 Rademacher submitted to the top officials of ihe
Foreign Office, including Under Secretary

and State Secretary

l'.fEIZSAECICER, a
"graphic presentation of the conferences and
correspondence up to date regarding the
question of future measures towards persons

of mixed blood," (Pros, Sbc# lii5h, NG-2586 I,
Doc, Bk. ^9, p, 125)

In this report he referred to the results of the January 20, 19ii2 meeting#
Ihe defendants VJEIZSiiFlCICElR and ITOERI'lUIN could on this occasion again
refresh their acquaintance vdth the details of the ^•'annsee conference#

It appears from this report that the' dominant opinion among Nazi

policy makers was based on the following premise:

one-hxmdred-per-

cent Jews were the only ones which were earmarked for the ^inal

Solution",

Persons of mixed blood were to be given a more or less

preferential treatment.

Fifty-percent Jews were to be sterilized.

Persons of mixed blood, in which the Jewish percentage v/as less than

twenty-five percent, were considered absorbable by the German comunity

and-exGn]ited from all discriininatory measures. Thus there was a scale
of measures to be used against Jev7s and part-Jews#

The two extremes

on the scale were 'Final Solution" (read murder)^ for the full Jews
and no discrimination against those persons with a low percentage of
' Jewish blood.

As far as the half-Jews are concerned, this category of persons

was to bo prevented from further biologically propagating its individual

ty^tie# Iheir life as individuals was net to be violently extinguished#

They were to be cruelly invalidated, to be sure, but "^e last step, that
'of individual extermination, was npt^taicen. On the .otihor hand,
deportatifiari of the oae-hTiadred-percent Jews ^vithout sterilization could
o!ily mean that sterilization of those earmarked for deportation v;as

unnecessary since they were to be worked to death or otherwise exterminated,
• -

.

•
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On the 271^1 of October 1.91x2 e conference took place at the Reich
Secnrity Main Office in T/hich the Foreign pf^ee v/as represented by

Legation Gouncillcr, Dr. Klingenfuss.

In this neeting it was frankly

announced that

'Sterilization is to be considered a gracious

favor," (Ex, lUJB, m-2^Q6 M, Doc. Bk, 59, p. iJiS).
1 gracious favor indeed if it was clear that the deported Jev/s were
to be handed over to the execution squads and the externination canps^
in ttie East,

The participants in the neeting iindcrstood that, since the planned

extermination of the Jews in the East was officially^ termed
.'bvacuation or deportation",
r

'

•

'

the half-Jews, not always aware of Ihe real meaning of this 'Resettlement"

policy, might show inclination to prefer such a resettlement in the
%

East to forced sterilization in Germany,

Ihorefore, the action planned

by the various departments of the German government, including the
Foreign Office, had to be revealed in its criminal substance to those
persons to whom Ihe gracious favor of sterilization v^as intended.

. -

•%ile there still remained hazard in revealing to these '^riviliged" .
persons the true intentions of the Nazi government so as to influence

their "choice" in favor of sterilization, there is no doubt whatsoever
that the officials discussing the choice between sterilization and
'l''

deportation were well aware of the real meaning of both,

i

If deportation had meant deportation for resettlement, .permitting
the deportees a continuation of life no natter undor what primitive

•:ui

living conditions, deportation would have meant a leaser evil than
1

sterilization, ,But Germany, which had claimed to need
"living space in the East",

/

had not conquered that li-ving space in order to settle the Jsvrs there,

their deportation to the East meant that they were allowed only a

short span of, life, composed of ,the timo for. deportation and, for being
worked to death or murdered if found unfit for work.

-
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XIII.

^EIZSAEC^'.s ^nd jOmuOTis^CAPITAL^CR^^
FmiL SO^TION__ £.1242)

The irrcfutc.blc evidence o£ -..EIZSAIUICSR'.Sj

end

other defendants', active pe.rticipa.txon in the. "Fiiial Solution"
has been subr.Tittcd to this Tribunal over a period of nonths.

One of the exiaibits liiich attests to the overt acts of .SIZSAjiCiCER

and VjOEFd^iANW is E:chibit 1455 (NG- 25^6
viiich is here set forth in full.

Doc, Bk, 59^ P- 128)

Even if there yfcro no other

evidence in this case^ the nortol guilt of tne doj-cnd^-rius t/ould
be established beyond a roasonr.ble doubt through tnis one
docunicnt,

Hovrevcr the Prosecution does not hesitate to adduce

here follo;jing the r.ianifold supporting evidence of the charges
contained in other docuncnts.

In Ibdaibit 1455 the identity of the defendants is^ expressed

by theic ranlCj e.g. State Secretary or Under State Secretary.

Therefore^ v/henever these persons appear in the docui'icnt the
prosecution vdll mke it clear nhich one of the defendants is
indicated,

\
N.

yj
y
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tesiaiiitti

Copy of lich, li!.55j Doc.NG 25S6 J
Doc. Bk, 59} p.l2o'
/

" Berlin

21 Augpst 1942

ii E M 0 R A N D U M

Fastest

Reference: /;->54 of 19 -ugust

1) "The principle of the Gernian Jer.dsh policj^ after the seizure of
pov/er consisted in promoting i;ith all neaiis the Jevdsh emigration,

* For this purpose in 1939 Field liarshal General Goering""' in his
capacity as Gorxiissioner for the Four fear Plan established a
Reich Central Office for the Jer/ish ej.iigration and the direction

v/as given to Gruppcnfuehrer Pleydrich in his cs.pacity as Chief

of the 3ecurit2/" Police, The Forei.sn Office is represented in the
committee of the Reich Central Office, the draft of e. letter to

this effect to the Chief of the occurity Police '.;as approved by

the Reich Foreign i-dnistcr as 63/248 in Februar^^j 19392) "The present vjar gives Germany the opportunity and also the dutj'"
of solving the Jevjish ^problem in Europe.

In consideration of the

favorable course of the ivar against France, D III proposed in
July, 194Q» as a solution: the removal of all Jo':JS from Europe
and

(Photostat 371976)

•^(Translator'.s note: The underlining './as
handv.ritten on the document contained

in the Foreign Ministry's files)
the dcmnding'of the Island of indagascar from Franco as a.

territory'" for the reception of the Jov;s,

The Reich Foroign

Minister has basici.lly ogrecd to the be,ginning of the preliminary
•y/ork for tho .deportation of the Jo'./s from'.-rro'pe.

This should be

done in close cooperation nith the offices of tho Reichsfuehrer SS

(Compare D III 2OO/4O),
" The Indagascar Plan vas enthusic.-.stically accepted by the

Reichssicherhoitshauptamt

(Raich Security Office ) i/hich

in the opinion of the Foreign Office is the agency

- S3 -

Copy oa -jcli, 1455j Doc, i\IG 25^6 J
Doc. Blc. 59, p. 129 (cont.)
vAiich olono is ^ -^he position tephnicolly and By experience
to carry out a Jevneh evacuc'tion on a lar^p ^i?o,lp and to

guarantee the supervision of the people evacuated,

The conpetent

agency of the Dcichssichorhoitshauptajnt (Doich Security Ofiico)
thereupon •..orlced out a plan going into detail for the evacuation
of

Jc't.s to l..adagr.scar and for their sottlericnt there. This

plan './as approved by the Rcichsiuerirer S3,

Gruppcnfuehrer

Heydrich Gubiiiittcd this plan directly to the leich Foreign Llinister

in ^lugust 1940 (compare D III 2171),
♦

The I-ndagascar x'lan in fact

has been outdated as the result of the political dcvelopacnt.
"The fact that the Fuehrer intends to evacuate a l l Jeus

from Europe -jas communicated to rac as early as august 1940

by Mbassador ...bctz after an interview'

(Photostat 371977)

with the Fuehrer (compare D III 2298),
"Hence the basic instruction of the Doich Foreign llinister

to promote tlie evacuation of the Jev/s in closest cooperation
with the agencies of the IlGichsfuehrer GS is still in force ajid

wall therefore be observed by D III.

3)"The administration of the occupied territories brought ;ath it
the problem of the troatiacnt of Jews living in those territories.

First, the military comma-nder in Prance s.r.i; that he ought to

issue on 27 Gcptember 1940 a decree on the treatment cf the

JgvJS in occupied Franco,

The decree v;as issued v.ith the agree

ment of the Gcrma.n Fiabassy in Paris.

Tlio pertinent instruction

v^xs issued directly by the PLoich Foreign llinister to Ambassador
Abetz on the occasion of a verbal report,
" After the pattern of the Paris docx-oc liko decrees

hav,G boon issued in the Netherlands and Belgium.

-
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Copy of Ebch, 1455, Doc. NG 25S6 J

Doc. Bk, 59, p. 130 (cont.)
t-hoso decrees,
in the scjiie v.'cy
r.s Gorincn• Ic.'s concerning
r.c3; in t
.

citizenship, ^orixilly embraced "»11 JeiTs independent of their
citizonshiie, objections '."/ere mode by foreign pov/ers, cjnong
others protest notes by the Embessy

(Photostr.t 37197G)

of the United States of ji^Aorica, although the eiilitary conirat,.ndcr

in France tlirough internal regulation had ordered that the Jcv/ish
measures should not bo applied to the citizens of neutral countries,
-V

" The Reich Foreign liinister has decided in the case of

the American protests that he docs not consider it i-ight to have

military rogvlclions issued for making exception of the iVmerican
Jev/s,

It vfould bo a mistake to reject objections of friendly

states (Spain, Hungary), on the other hand to shov/ viealmoss
toT/ardc the ^liericans.

The Reich Foi-cign J-.iinistcr considers it

necessary to Liako those instructions to the field comiijandants
r

retroactive (compare D III 5449).
" In accordc.nce vdth this direction the Jevdsh measures

have boon given general application,

4)" In his letter of 24 Juno 1940 — Pol, ;CII 136 — Gruppcnfuc-hrcr
Heydrich informed-the Uoich Foreign

that the '/hole

problej.i of the approidix.tcly 3e' million Jcv/s in

areas under

Gorm?.n control can no longer bo solved by ci?Lip;ration;

0^ territorial

'JO111d bo noccssar'y,

" In recognition of this

(Photostat 371979)

Roichsmarschall Gooring on 31 JuXv 1941 conv.dssionod Gruppen-

fueliror Hoydrich to make, in conjunction lijj.h_tho proper
Gorman aAoncies, all necessary preparations for a total
solution of the Je^dsh problem in the Gt^rman sphoro of

influence in Juropc.

(Compr.ro D XII 709 oocrot).
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Copy oflixli, 1455; Doc. NG 25^6 J
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the bc.sis of this instruction GruppGnfuclircr Hey^ich c.rrnngod
c. session of nil the intv^rcstcd
Gcrmnn
r, ;oiiclcsr Jfor
20
Jcnuary
•
—J-, -w•— •
~
_

1942, nt v;hich the Stntc Socrptarics ircrc present fron the
other Tiiinistrios end I nysclf fron the Doreign Office.

In the

conference C-rupponxuchrer Hoydrich c::plc.incd that Roichs
marschall Gocring'.s assignment to liir.i had boon made on the
Fuehrer'.s instruction and t'lo.t the Fuelirer-instead of the

•

emigration had nov; authoriz»-d the evacuation of the Jotjs to

the East as the solution (compare po.gc 5 of the attachment
>*

to D III 29/42 oocrot),

State Secrotar^_hIIZ3AKI^^ad

been informed on the

for the tiao being-the

Reich I'oroign liinister had not boon informed on the ccnferenco.

because Gruppenfuohrer Heydrich approved holding a neu con
ference in the near future in rhich more details of the
total solution should be discussed,

Tliis conference has never

taken place due to

(Photostat 37I9GO)
•5^ Underlining supplied

Gruppenfuelirer Heydrich'.s appointment as acting Reich Protector
of Bohemia and horavirv and due to liis death,

" Tn t.V]n r.nnfnT-Qnp.o on 20 January 1942 I demanded that
all Gucstions concornod vjith coontruos outsxde Germany

must first have the agreement of the I'oroagn OfiicO;_a

demand to '.jhich Gruppenfuohrer Hcydr_inh_a^^^

^-Iso h<-.s

faithfully complied ijith, for the oiiicc ox the R^ich^
sicherheitshauptcmt (Reich liain Security'" Oxf-xce) hc-ndliA^
Je\/ish matters has from the beginning cariicd out -.11 me-,suros

in frictionlcss cooperation \d.th the Foreign Ofxico» xhc
Reichssicherhoitshauptamt has in this r^iT-tter proceeded
indeed alm®st over-cautiously,

5) 11

On the basis of the Fuohror
montioned under
4"), the evacuation of the Jovjs from Gorrjaij^ uas )l::^;Un^
-S6-

.1 .
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tr.kcn T'.'ho v;orc nc.tionc.ls of the countries vdiicli hc.d r.lso undor-

tnken Jevjish Jiiocsuros_>
ricdo nn inquirj-

The Roichssichcrheitshcuptariit cgooydingli

the Foreign Office,

For roesons of courtcgy

inquiry t/c.s ipada by -.jr.y of the Gcrno.;i lo/^etions in Prcssbur/^,
Zagreb nnd Buchr.rost to the govcrnnonts there as to v/hcther they

(Photostat 371981)
vjcntcd to recall their Jcv;s from Gernony in due time or to

agree to their deportation to the ghettos in •the !Ee.st,To the

issuance of this instruction agreement ir.s given before dispatch

by the State Secretary (Note of Prosecution: "iSIZo/OHCrCER), tbe
^''nder'-,State Secretary in charge of the Political Division (Note
of the Prosecution: "JQERIiiAM) ^ the Director of the Division for
Economic Policy and the Director of the Legal Division (Compare
D III 536 Secret),
" The Gcrmr.n Legation in Bucharest reports -.ith reference

to D III 602 Secretthat the Rumanian govoi^nment ;/ould leave
it to the Reich government to deport their Jev/S along uith the
;

Gerr.ian Je':s to the ghettos in the East,

Thoj" are not interested

in having the Rux.ianian Jews return to Ruraania.
" The Legation in Zagreb has informed u.s that the

Croat governiaent oxprosses gratitude for the gesture of the

German government;

but it would appreciate the deportation

of its Jews to the East (Compare D III 624 Secret).
".The Legation in Pre55burg reported ;;ith reference to

D III 661 Secret that the Slovak govurnmont is fundcmentally in agreement ;dth the deportation to the Fh.stern ghettos.
But the Sloval^ claiLis to the property of those Jo-js should
not be endangered,

" The wire reports have also been submitted, as customa-ry,
to the Reich Foreign I'dnister's Bureau,
t

On the basis of the reports of the rranistors

(Photostat 371982)
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I hc.ve .infomed the keichssicherheitshcuptcj::! (.:oich
Security Ufvico) liith reference to D 111 66l u^ccrct thr.t the
Jevjs of Rui.^cjiie.na Croat end Sleyc-k netionnlity could clso be

deported;

their fortune should bo blocked;

The- Director of

the Politic:.l Division (Note of Prosocutioni -IDD:l^IIIoDCEFF)
Section IV of the aoliticol Division_, Section 12. of

Legal

. - _.

Division and Section IV of the Division for the Lcononic Policy

ho.ve co-signcd the dispatches.

Accordingly, thv.- dcportctions

of the Jews fror. the occupied territories v-:.s undertaken.

6)

"The nuj:.±>or of the' Jov/s deported in this iic.y to the Er.st
did not suffice to cover the l.:bor need-: there.

^Hie^ koichs -

sichorhcitshr.uptr.iiit th-^rcfore^ r.ctin.g; on the instruction of the
Roichsfuelircr- S3, approached the Foicign Office to w.sk the

Slovak Govcrniiicnt to r.r.kv^ 20,000 young, strong .vlovak Jcv.'s
available for deportation to the Dr.st,

The C-oriaan Legation in

Pressburg nas provided by D III 574 a'ith prop'^r instruction.

The instruction rr.s signed by the State Secretary (dote of.

Prosecution: TEIZ.^.^:XIC-jR), the Under State Secretary in charge

of the Political Division. (Note of Prosecution: TrOZTJ.UlJN),
end Section IV of the Politic.al Division,

The Legation in Pressburg reported to D III 1002 thr.t

'

the Slovak Gov^^rniacnt has taken up t~hc suggestion eagerly;
the preparatorj'- i/ork could be begun,

(Photostat 371983)
"FoUovin".^ ap this pleased concurrence of the Slovak
GovernTi-iont, the Rcichsfuchrcr- 5S proposed that the rest of

the Slovak Jev;s also be deported to the East and Slovakia
thereby be rja.de free of Je-;.'3.

The Legation was^ ad D III

1559 kug. II, provided \D.th pre, eer instruction.

The draft of

the instruction nas signed by the State Secretary ( Note of
ProsGCution:kEI23ALCIJiIl);

after its dispatch it aas subinitted

for their infonvia.tion to the bureau of the Roich Foreign ionistcr

.end the Under State Secretary in charge of the i'olitic '.l Division
(Note of Prosecution: VvDERiLVNN),
-

SC -

'•<5

ry,^,-T;y"-V;!

Cpp". Ox.

••ITbcf*,

Kt..

• *--v
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(oont'»)

"As the Slovck Apiscopacy aean'.vhilc raised objections to
the deportc-tion of the Jcv;s beforg '^hc Slovak Govorn.aontj the
instruction carries the express gtat-cinent tlir.t jJi no case jnust

there develop internal political difficultiog pp apcount of the
evacuation of the Joa'S in Slovakia., "By the tclop;raphic report,

ad D III 2006, the Le.'';ation reported that the Slovak Goyernnicnt,
vdthout any Gernan pressure, has docla.rc-d itself g.-srocablc to the

deportation of all Jea's and tlic.t the State President agreed-

porsonally to the deportation.. The telegraphic report v/as subnittod to the Bureau of the Reich Foreign Minister,

The Slovak

Goverrment

(Photostat 3719o4)
has furthernore agreed that it vdll pay as a contribution to

the costs entailed RIJ 500.— for every evacuated Jcv;,
In the qeantir.io 52,000 Jov/s have been renoved fron

Slovakia.

Duo to church influences and th^ corruption of in-

dividua.l officials 35*000 Jeus Iv.ve received a. special Icgitin-

ation,

Hcnvevor^ Hinistor President Tukr, vr.nts the Jewish rc-

jaoval continued and therefore has asked for support tlirough

diploratic pressure "oy the Reich (Corapare D III 3065).

The

. Ambassador is authorized to give this diploratic help in
that he nay state to State President Dr. Tigo that the ex
clusion of the 35*000 Jews is a surprise in Gerina-ny. the more

so since the cooperation of Slovakia up to na,; in the Jovjish

•problem lir.s boon higlily appreciated here.

This instruction

has been co-signed by the Under State Socrotary in charge of
I.

the Political Division (Note of Prosocutioni j'DERiAillN)^ and

the State Secretary (Note of the Prosecution: hIJI2S.-L3CI{I!R)
7)

"The Croat Gcvornraent is 3jU<evdse fundamentally agreeable
to the removal of the Jcv/s from Croatia,

It especially

considers the depoirbation of the 4 to 5^000 Jov;s from the

Italia-n-occupied Second Zone

(centered around
(Photostat 3719i^5)
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Dubromik and Mostar) to "be inportant, as they represent a

political "bvirden and their eliminati'^n would ser"ve the
general pacification,
T '

The removal can of course take place

only with German aid, as difficulties are to "be expected
from the Italian side.

There have "been practical esaiiples

of resistance against the Croat measures "by Italian offi
cials on hehalf of well-to-do Jews.

Further5.:ore, the

Italian Chifif of Staff in kostar has stated that he oa^mot

app-LOve the removal since all the people living in kostar ^
have "been assured of the

same

treatment.

"Since meanwhile according to a telephone communica
tion from Zagreb, the Croat G-o-p-ftrnment has given i'cs written a

approval of the proposed mea sure'. Minister Kasche thinks
it right to "begin vfith the removal, and in fact to "begin
for the whole country.

Cne could therefore take the risk of

having difficulties develop in the course of the action, so
far as concerns the zone occupied "by Italians.

" A r^ort for the Heich foreign Mrnister to this effect
(D III 562 Secret) has "been held yyp "by State Secretary von
h'EIZSABCKSR

(Photostat 371986)

since he considered an inq.uiry should first "be made at the
em"bassy in Rome.

The answer has not "be^n received.

"The pro"blem of the Italian Jews has come up

in the

same v;ay in connection with the evacuation of the Jews in
Prance.
v

"Ambassador Abetz points out in connection vnth'the
deportation in preparation from the occupied Prench terri
tory that there vras an urgent political int-:rest to take the foreign Jews first in the '=^vacuati'''n measures.

Since

these Jews were regarded as foreign "bodies they wer^ already
especially hated and passing them over and giving them
there"by a quasi privileging would cause "bad feeling , the
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u:©re s'" sinc^ aciong th'^m were to "be found re^ojisiblB
instigators of Jewisb terror and sabotage acts.

It v;as

regrettable that ejcactly the Axis speared in this point
to pursue no uniforni policy.

"If the evacuation of the foreign Jev;s were not

immsdiately pDssible,^the Italian G-overnment should be for
i

the time being asked to r^atriate their Jevrs froin Pra:o.ce,
(Photostat 371987)
\

"£il.'fche_IicliaA_sid^ ^conoinic_interests_app0ar Jbo
ulay a decisive role.

lhe_s^^—^arding_of ^hes^ i.n^ere^t^

however i.s_enti.rely_ppsjiblej. ^o__thai fin^thi^ E.oini jther^
il©^ds io_b^ no_obstacle ^o_the_planned solution.

"On this qucstiovi of the Italian Je^-'^s in F-'anc© a
conference record of -24 July, ad D III 562 Secret, has
been submitted to the Reich Foreign Minister.

8)

"£.Jl_the_o_ccasi.on £f_a r_eceotion_by; ^h^ H^-'ich ^tioi^ejign
Lini^t^r_on 26_J;ov^ber 1941_ti^_Bi^gari^_F;or^i^n_MAnist3r

Pop-Off-touched oi^thf5__pr.oblem_of^ according like_tr.eatment
i'^_the_J^V7^ £f_-'^unppjan na^ipn^Ati^j ana. pointed out the

difficulties that the Bulgarians had in the application of
their Jex^ish laws to Jevrs of foreign nationality.

11.e Reich Foreign Minisjter ^iswered_that he_thought

ihis_Que^ti'^n brpughl ]^_bi Herr Po-poff not uninter^sling.
Svpn_npw_h_e pould ^ay pnp jthlng ^o___hi..:'j. lhat__at. Ihjs ^nd

o:f„thi3

sbl £^s_vrpuld_}mvp io__lepye Suropp.

This vras

an unalterable decision of th* Fuehrer and also the only

vray to master this problem, as only a global and cbmpre—
h-uisive solution could be

(Photostat 371988)
applied and Individual measures vrould not help, v^y much,
IhTTthermore, one should not attribute too much worth to

t' e protests on behalf of th-^ Jews of f-^rsign nationality.
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At any rate, we would not let ourselves "be taken in any

f-jrther by such protests from the Anerican side.
t.hj2 Reich Roreign hinijter_-;:: would haye_the_prpbix.ii^

described by Herr^rpo_ff jnvestigat_ed_by; ^h^
"^hs.

Of^ic.ejs_

Foreign |;iinister__ci?nffiissioned me_to i^der —

take the invssjfci^ation_promi^ed (Con^jsre D III 660 Secret).
I should like to make refer-;nce to my basic conference

mamorendum of 4 Dacomber 1941, ad D III 660 Secret,

I am dispatching, to^otheb vrith the,proper filesconfer~nce memorandum vras held

which

-his

by the State Secretary

(B'ote of Prosecutioni ttSIZSAECKER), because he considered a
further examine.tion by the Le al Division first necessary.

In their opinion the German—Bulgarian trade and shipping yact
v/as not in agreement with the German—Bulgarian arrangements

proposed by me.

I therefore notified the German Legation in

Sofia, ad D III 497 Secret, under date of 19 Jun^ , in reference
to the suggestion of the Bulgarian

(Photostat 371989)

Foreign Mnister Pop^ff_at_his_r ec^iion to_conta£t_the_
Bulgarian Gov3rnm3nt_and_find oui whether it_vr^s_pxepared

to come to ^_a^e3B lit in the_Jewi^h_probijm_thft there
should be no rights from the trade fnd shipping pact given
effect in favor of the Jews in the promise of rc-ciprocality.

"I.f_tho_questlon As_pnt__fE.om the Bulgarian ^id:e__a^ U>_
whether &Gr.m^ny l.s_rjiady_t^ dep.ort_J8vr^

Jbh^ Sa^tj^ ^he ^u_ajtiDh_shoul^

answer ed_in tn^

re_sp_eci io„the„ti,m^ j5f_the_d^i;>riingL.Eh03il^
be_ansirerod evasively,

^his dacree was co-signed by the

Stat- Secretary (Wote of Proseo'''tion:'W!EIZSAEC---FR), the Under
state Secretary (VX>3!RiiAi'IL'T), tbe Director of the Political
Division (Uote of Pros.EEDMAi>r#SDOEFE'), the Director of the

division for Economic Policy, Section IV of the Political Div.,
Section IV of the Div. for Economic Policy, and also by

R. (3)r, iTotet Ribbentrrp).

I'ha Legation exchanged notes
- 92 -
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with the Bulgarian. Oorernaent-and Teported that the-3ulgarlaB

Government is fundamentaHj- prepared in the problem of the
evacuatiaji to sign an agreement with us.

Thereby the basis is

given to ipelude the Bulgarian jJews in the Jewish measures.

(B III 559 Secret and 569 Secret).
(Photostat 371990)

account of the Je^^dsh removal,

because the status of the
\

Hungarian legislation up to the present dace -not -promise a
sufficient success.

10) "in accordance with the agreement of the Eumanlaii -CnJ-vermnent
mentioned under 8.) the evacuation of the Euraanian Jews from
Germany and the occupied territories was begun, wherei^pon var

ious Eumanlan consulates and the Eumanian Minister in Berlin,
who had no Instructions from their Government, intervened.
Ambassador von Hlllinger was therefore asked for clarification.

The Legation seems to have made use of the Jewish advisor assigned

to it, Eichtor, for this purpose.

He is a •person tn whom the

Euma-nian ^overnment^^ co^^ig^.d_ij^8 _^rller a^^-reement to the
inclusion of the Euma.Tilan Jews in the German nteasP-rg^ 9-P-'^ "^7
^tfhmAtlhe^Beputy^Mi

President Mihai. Antonescu informed

of the request of the Marshal that the German agencies should
also carry out the, removal from fumanla itself and should begin then

immediately with the transport of the Jews from the areas Arad,

(Photostat 371991)
Tlmisoara and Turda.

" For details may I refer to ray conference memorandum of 17
August ad I) III 649.

11) "^t the request of the governments conoerne^d. the le^-ationa,i^ Bratislava._ Zagxeb jand ,Buch9j£5.t. have been assigned

^advisors for Jewish affaire.

They have been made available

at the request of the Foreign Office by the
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Eeichssicherheitshauptamt (Beich Main Securi'ty Office),
assignment is for a limited time.

Ti^ir

It ends as soon as the Jewish

problem in the country'- concerned can be regarded as solved in the
German sense.

Originally it ya§ regarded as solved as soon as the

coTintrj'' concerned had issued Jewish laws similar to the German ones

" Accordingly Eichter was recalled from Kumania last year by
the Heichssicherheitshauptamt (Reich Main Security Office).

" At the urgent request of the legation in Bucharest
Eiohter was again a s s i ^ c d to

objoctirMi of the

RSHA.

thr: legation desnite the

This was done with the eroress

•»>

intention of having him remain there, until the actual final

solution in Rumania (D II 1703 Secret and 1893 Secret).

(Photostat 371992)
" Since all negotiations with the Rumanian Government
went through the Forei^ Office, the report of Obersturm—
fuehrer Richter submittod by the Reichsfuehrer-SS should
be considered only as an internal work report to the RSHA

(Reich Main Security Office).

The unusual procedure of

having the confirmation of a final conference in the handwriting

of the Deputy Minister President was sharply objected to
immediately through the directive of the 17th of this month;
the official handling of the affair must be carried out immedi

ately,

The files have been submitted there already under

D III 659 Secret,

" The -Drajected denortations are a further sten forward
on the way of the total solution and are in respect to other

countries (Hungary) very important.

The deportation to the

Government General is a •provisionan'" measure.

The Jews

will

be moved on further to the occu-pied Eastern territories atf

soon as the technical conditions for i t are given.

(Photostat 371993)
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"I ther'^foro request approval for the cC'ntiiiiiation

of the negotiations and raeasur s under these terms and
according to the arrangement made. "
Signed;

Luther

(photostat 371994)

S^l

sit

*

SnmrngTizing this ahove r'^ort, the follovring points should "be
str Gss-"d:

l) "VPIZSASCEER, VJCEPih&iliT and Prc'rannsd'.rfr participated
in th-G annihilati'^n prograjn h;/ authorizing the
deportation of thousands of Jews to th-. East during
the first seven months covered h;'" this report.

2) 3he oressure "by the Foreign Office against satellite
governments vas always exercised v.dth VffilSSAECKER' s
and V/GERi-AiTrP s prer--rauisite consent.
3) IVSIZSAECIChH and V/CEEi_Aa.TP required of and received

from the operational agency, the BSHA, "faithful"
cooperation.

4) There was coii^lete toajnvfork in the ao.nihilation
program "by all divisions of the Foreign Office,
the political, the Economic, the L'-gaJ., the

Doutschland, all controlled and supervised "by
the defendant ^iTIZSAECKEH.

u;.v;?
• Ml'.

XIV.

WIDESPREiiD KNCf.rCEDGE OF IHS ANNIHIUTION PROGRA.M

The fact that^the Jews were exterminated was veyjr well knoivn to
German Foreign Office officials and millions of other persons inside
and outside Germany#

I.A. General Knov/ledge

The Fuehrer and Reich iChancellor, prior to the outbreak of the war,
had publicly stated his intention to murder -the Jews of Europe#

In a

mass meeting on the ^th anniversary of his rise to power (30th of

January 1939) Adolf Hitler, in the presence of the defendants in this
case, including the defendants VroERMi'iNN, •'•EIZSAEGKER,

Lamers, Schwerin

von Krosigk, Stuckart, Darre, Koerner, Heissner and Keppler, warned the
world that the solution of the Jev/ish question was at hand and publicly

threatened the Jews with annihilation (Vernichtung),

Even though the

head of the German government did not describe the details of the

technique by vfhich the Germans wore to annihilate the Jews, millions of
Germais and certainly all the leading officials of the Gorman government,
including the defendants in this Court, could not fail to know of what

the official Nazi Party publication called a 'prophetic warning to
world Jev/ry".
"If internatiGnal Jev/ry in and outside Europe
should succeed in plunging the peoples of
Europe into another world war, then the re
sult will not be tho Bolshevisation of the

world and a victory for world Javtry but the

annihilation (Vernichtung) of the "Jewish race

inEurcpel" (Pros. Ex, 3906, PS-2360 A, Doc.
Bk. ai B, p. 68)
Thus, the plan of genocidal murder was publicly avowed as being

the policy against the Jews of Europe, ""lienever the terminology of

"the final solution of the Jevdsh problem in Europe" was to be used in
official Nazi terminology, it Y/as clear from then on that it could only
mean criminal measures, including murder, against the Jews as in
dividuals and as a group.

These threats and warnings wore offered repeatedly and officially.
On September 30, 19U2, while the extermination policy against the

Jews of German-occupied Europe was underV/ay, Hitler referred to his

.
-

'''

•

; ,

-add

previous statement in which he had annoiinced "the annihilation of the
Jevfs and then added:

"Ihe Jcvis have laughed at one time even in Germany
over my prophecies | I do not know v^hether they are
laughing still toda.y or whether their laughing has

already ceased-.

But I can also now make one

certain statement:

Their laughing is going to

come to an end everywhere, and I am going to be
right also "with these prophecies," (Pros, Ex,

3906, PS-2360 % Doc. Bk. ai C, p^ 2 et seq,)

A few months later on the 30th of January 19U2, Hitler again
publicly stated:
..the result of this war will be the annihilation

of Jewry. " (Pros. Ex, 3906, PS-236O B, Doc, Bk. 211 C,
*

On the 2Uth of February 19li3^ Hitler issued a proclamation in
which he made clear that the annihilation of Jewry of Europe was well

xmderway (Pros, Ex. 3906, FS-236O D, Doc, Bk, 211 0, p, 3),
Hitler was aided in publicizing Germa»y*s annihilation against

the Jews by the late Joseph Goebbels,

In a public speech at a mass

meeting in Berlin on the l8th of February 19h3, Goebbels indicated

that the annihilation of the Jeivs was already under wry (Pros. Ex, 3906,
PS-2360 E, Doc. Bk. ai C, p. k et seq,).
These public statements leave no doubt that, prior to the outbreak
of the war and particularly during the war, it was common knowledge in •

Geinnany -that the Nazi aim in the fight against the Jews was the murder

of Jewry as an important target in Germany^ s war of aggression, bhlle
the ordinary German mig^t not have been In a position to size up the

details and the full implications of the public threats pronounced by
their leaders, German high officials, such as the defendants under

Count Vin this case, must have been fully aware of the criminal

aspects involved in Germany's policy against the Jews in which they
participated.
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IHE DEFEIvSE ••'•ITNESSES

"USS FAMILLvR T:IIH 5HE :i.SS ?fURD3R OF JTiTrS

The prosecution alleges that the omi friends and witnesses of ihe

defendants were, as early as 19U^ fully familiar with the execution of
the annihilation program..-

^

It was the defense which called a number of witnesses who admitted

in cross-examination that a large number of Foreign Office officials,
all subordinates of '^IZSAECKETl and STGENGPuiCHT, knew that the program
of wholesale murder v;as executed.

liany of these witnesses were familiar ^fith the annihilation policy

during the State Secretaryship of V.^IZSAECICFR,
The witness, Eduard Karl P^olfran von Selaam, who knew T.UIZSAECKER

personally (Tr, p. 22ii^8/22li59) admitted to have had knowledge of
criminal acts against the Jews as early as 1935 und 1936.

From 19Uo

to 19U3 he again heard about the deportation of the Jev/s to the S-ast

(Tr. p. 22b.59).
The witness for the defense, .'JLbrecht von Kessel. knew that the

defendant V.^IZSAECKER signed documents dca.llng vdth the Jewish question,
^•"hGn did you hear for the first time that
von •'•'•'EIZSAF.GIGCR signed such documents dea.ling
Y/ith tho JoTTish' question?
A,

From 1938 on I noticed more and more horrible

documents kept passina: over "the desk of von

mzSiVECiSR,.. " (at. p. 9$7l)
This same defense witness also said here in court that Luther of

the Department Deutschland was a subordinate to h'KIZSAECKER and
"took the Initiative in regard to the persecution

of the Jews." ("fc, p. 9509).

Kessel himself had numerous discussions with the defendant h'SlZ-

SiiECKER regarding concentration camps.
"'-e 'discussed all these things all the time.
^'•'e discussed them In detail. As to whether I

told him every detail I do not know, and I

don't think that is so very important either,

It was important, rather, that Jir. von ^'-TillZ-

Si'lECKER was informed as a matter of principle, "

(li-. p. 9508)
He confirmed that the defendant I'/EIZSi^CKSR knew about the atrocities
but preferred to remain in office.
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'Q,

From your conversation with. Mr,. V.'EIZS/iECI\ER

around this time when you were depuUzed for his

personal expert consultant, did you have the
opinion that he had confined himself to such
purely tactical deliberations?

A, Yes, he could not do anything in the matter
itself.

He was concerned with the following:

•^Tas he to reject this, categorically, to take

cognizance of any of these documents officially,
or was he to take the other course, 'I am going
to initial all of these documents, then I shall

retain an insight into these affairs,- and I shall
not bring about a distrust on the part of von

Ribbentrop, Hitler or Luther', or should he only
initial individual documents that he could not

possible help initialling?" ("fr# p. 9510/9511)
This defense witness, a friend of I'EIZSii.EGKER's since 1935

P.

9561) stated that the defend.ant IHIZSAECKER was informed, of the shooting

of the Jews in Ito,ly, while he was a representa.tive of Germany at the
Vatican in ?Iarch 19hU (Lr. p# 956?).

He further acknowledged tliat since

19l;3 he expected that the Jews deported to the Bast
%ould not last through because of the treatment

accorded them.,," (Tr« p. 95^9).
Kessel wo.s asked in cross-exanination:

•'"hen did you hear anything about the socalled 'final solution' of the Jeivish question?

A,- Tills expression 'final solution', was used
witli vo.ricus meanings. In 1936 'final solution'
meant merely that all tlio Jews should leave

Germany,

^'md, of coiirse, it was true that they

were to be robbed^ that wasn't very nice, but '
i t wasn't criminal,"
\

Upon the witness' answer Judge Ilaguire asked:
"das that an accurate translation? ",

and the defense counsel, Dr, Becker, answered him:
"I dd.d not check on the translation.
peat the sentence, "

Please re

The answer was given by Kessel:
"I said that it was not criminal; it was not

nice, but it was not criminal.

That is what I

said. One didn't want to take their life, one
merely wanted to take their money away from

them.

That was all." (Tr, p, 95iU/95l5)»

'Q, ''"ould you say anything else about your
knowledge about the 'final solution'?
A, Yes, then they were supposed to be trans
ported to Jladagascar; that was already a little
worse. And, finally, they were supposed to be
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housed in the fjhottos in the

nnd there

they T/erc used for forced Inbcr.

Sae 'finnl

solution' proper, the neoninc it hds gained bynew, the fact that they were to be killed - .
that meaning of the words 'final solutLcn' be

came knovm only in 19UU> in my opinion.

There

were a few farctics who thought o.bout this be-'

fore in that connection," ("Er, p, 95lU/9^i5)*
The defendant dTlIZSiillCICSpL called as a witness a fcrner official

of the Foreign Office, Pastor Adolf Freudenborg, who admitted in cross—
examina-fcion that the persecution of the Jews, especially in Hungary, was
"horrible and gruesome" and that he had knowledge of these persecutions.

He was Informed about the murdering of the Jews since September 19li.2,
and roccived further information in the late fall of 191^2 (Tr. p. 191431).
He admitted to have s-pokon about his knowledge to members of the
Foreign Office.

Ho realized long before "the war

"the full annihilation course taken by the
National Socialist regime "

against the Jov/s (Tr, p. 191433).
He further admitted that the Foreign Office was fully informed on

the horrible aspects of Germany's anti-Jewish policy.
"Of course a number of incoming nail was re

ceived in the Foreign Office concerning these
horrible matters, fliis correspondence passed
through the departments and opinions were asked

for"

(Tr. p. 19lt33).

This defense witness had to admit that the initiators of the de

portations to -fche East and to the ccnoentration camp of Auschwitz had
violated the coimaandment

"Thou shalt not kill."

(Tr, p, 19U36).

The defense witness, Georg Victor Bruns, a friend of ITEIZSi^CKEH

who worked in the tlinisterial Bureau of the Foreign Office (Tr, p. 181465)
clearly admitted in cross-examination that he gained knowledge of the

killing of the Jews in I9I4I through official documents which passed
through his hands.

He further stated that the distribution of those documents, con

taining reports on criminal actions against Jews and other people, were
circulated in the various departments.

Approximately, when was that, do you remember?
-
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A. •'.^'ell,

it TTas in 19Ul.

That is v/hen I saw

those natters.

Q.

Did you receive any reports?

A,

Yes.

Qr Eeports about killings v/hich went on in the
East?

A,

Yes, fron the RSHA.

Q. hliat did you do va.th the reports?
1*1*

k

A, ^Yell, I saw about two to three myself. V/e

gA-r,' •.

always tried to show them to Ribbentrcp and have

'•

them submitted to him because v.'e hoped that i t

would have some sort of impression on him.

Qi ^\11 right.

Did you distribute them to the

other civil servants in the Foreign Office to
inform then?

A. That wasn't the task of "the ministerial
bureau. It was merely our task to have them

submitted to Ribbentr.op, and then pass them on

to the com'-'Otcnt dcpojrtments in the East.

The

distribution, as a rule, was handled by the

departments,*' (Tr, p. l8U69/l8U66)
This defense witness in his testimony charged the defendant

'.'iEIZSAECKER of having had knowledge of the criminal actions, including
miirder, perpetrated against the Jev/s,

•0
'Q. ,..1bll me, Ivir, Bruns, f^id you discuss
these reports T/ith llr. von ''-"EIZS/iECKSR?
A,

Yes.

Q,

^'"hat did ho tell you?

A.

I once "balked to him -viien he returned from

:

Ribbontrop's so-called field headquarters.

At

that time he for his part had talked to Ribbentrop
about these matters.

Q,

How vdo you Icnow that?

A.

Because he toldrao..."

(Tr. pp. l8li66/l8U67)
"Q. "''/ell, v/hen you read the decrocs later on
about the final solution of the Jewish question,

how the Jews were to be deported from, the various
places and brought to the East •—
A., Yes,

Q. —did ?!r., von TiEIZSAECKER tell you at that
time also that he was shocked, or what happened,,^

A.

•".'"ell, what happened?

First, the Jev/s were

killed in the East and afterwards signatures of
-

&i rk-rr
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officials, of the Foreign Office were noticed on

similar matters i How often did you see those
things approximately?
Ai

It is impossible for ne to say so,

Q,

You can't toll ne?

Ai Very frequently, -Of course, I sav; that Depart*
ment Germany vias active in this particular sphere.
Q, /md how frequently did you see
von T.IUZS/lECKEU's signature, on documents of this kind,
or •'kOEIU'IANN's signature, or the signature of the
other gentlemen whose duty i t was to participate
in these natters?

A,

I saw that these gentlemen 7/ore informed,"

(Tr. p. l8U66/l8i467)
Through the testimony of this defense witness it appeared that the

Foreign Office sent instructions to the foreign missions, which v/ore
signed by the defendant V.T3IZSAECKSR and which proved cle.arly the defendant

V/EIZSiiECICElR' s decisive participation in directing the policy against
the Jews through these instructions.

The witness had noticed the defendant V.^IZSAECKER's signature on

these criminal reports and he offers as an explanation that he signed
these reports "to help the Jews decisively"

(Tr, p. I8[i69),

.'uid under how many such J(wd.sh matters did you
see his signature which supported the deportaticn?

A,

It is impossible for me to say so since I am under

oath.

Q.

6 or 12?

A, Maybe 6 tii-nes, but I may ask you again, what type
of signature are you referring to? A signature which

merely certified information, I probably saw that
more frequently, but I didn't really observe it in

detail, who in detail was informed, but I was more

intorostod in what was to be done about i t because

that we knew about these matters in the ministerial

bureau is quite obvious.
Q. I'Vhat could one do about it?
people were killed?

You knew that these

A,

That was expressly stated in the reports.

Q.

Vfes it also stated in the newspapers and was

called 'atrocity reports a,broad', and you read
those newspapers, didn't you?

A,

I recall one periodical which I saw once^ 'Life',

in 19iil4, and there it was stated.

y

Q.' And in your official activities-you saw confirnation of a groat number of these matters

were right?

Igs."

(Tr..p. I8U69/I8U70)

In re-cross examination iiiis witness for the defense reinforced
his statements made before

Q, Do you have any doubt that those people were
killed, -the people referred to? Or did ycu think
they went,for a rest cure in the East?
A,

I never "ttiouf^t that they v/ent there for a

rest cure.

Q.

Did you know those people would never cone

back?

A,

I anticipated the possibility that the

majority of these people would perish,,.,"

. (Tr, p, I8li7l)
Tlie witness for the defense, Fabian Vvon Schlabrendorff, told the
Tribunal that shortly after the campaign in Poland he had described to
the defendant ''."EIZS/^CKSR the atrocities committed by the Germans in
German-occupied Polrond,

The witness even remembered the reaction of

the defendant "''EIZSAECKER ivhen ho was told about these horrors (Tr,

p, lO^liO), Between 1$39

I

the witness Schla-brendorff spoke

seven or eight tines to the defendant l/EIZSAECKER on his experiences on

Ihe Eastern front (Tr. p, lO^U?),
'^3, How many documents did you read showing Jir,
VJElZSiiECKSR's participation in the deportation of
the Jews to the East, with v/hich he is charged
by the Prosecution, hOT many such documents he
signed? I am not talking about taking notice of
anything.

A, I read quite a number of such documents as
you have just described." (Tr,. p. lO^^O - lO^^l).

Schlabrendorff stressed the point, that a member of a resistance
movement does not have the right to kill one single Jew,
••^IZSAECKEH's witness Hasso von Etzdorf in direct examination

admitted that he personally had knowledge of the unheard brutalities
committed against the civilian population of the East. He had heard
more and more about it in the winter of 19U1-19U2 (Tr. p, 9588) and

he had talked about the criminal persecutions and killings in the East
to a number of his colleagues in the Foreign Office, and also to the
-105 -
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defendant v.fElZSAECKEU (Xr. p» .9589).^,
Ihe "Witness for the defense Gottfried vcn Nostiz Drzewiecki a

friend of

also adiiiitted in cross-examination that he, as a

legation secretary in Berne, Switzerland and from many o"ther sources, .
knew that the Jews were annihlla-ted (Tr.- p. I8I436)»
TfSIZSAECKER defense witness Fa-thor Ivo Aldis Zeiger, told that

"'.'/BIZSiiECKEU had discussed "with him many problems of German policy wilhout ever mentioning that he himself had signed thousands of death
•warrants#
i

The "Witness, -who used to live in Rome, told that he knew since
1933 of concentration camps .and from 19UO-19U1 on knew of the extensive

^

killings going on under the Nazi regime (Tr, p, II677/II678)»
Ihe witness for the defense. Legation Counselor Rudolf Steg
appeared here in court and testified that he was informed that the

Einsatzrruppen reports came to the Foreign Office in 19ia (Tr. p. 22Li7l;),
The "Witness worked in Ribbentrop's office from Hay 1939 until

September 19iiU. He told the Tribunal that pressure "was put on the

y

satellite states aslcing for the deportation of their Jews (Tr, p, 22U7I4.).
Rudolf Rahn, a long tiiae Foreign Office official, who, in April

19kS, was German ambassador in Italy (Tr. p. 1757U) and who during his
career worked under '.'.THZS^'HCICER, STEENGPuXHT and Hitter (Tr, p. 17^76/

17577) came to testify for the defendant '"EIZSAECKSR.

In cross-exami

nation he admitted that the dapor"bation of "the Jev;s was deportation for

*

forced labor (Tr, p. 17577)# He further stated that by 19ii2, he had
heard, while he was in Tunisia, of the extermination of the Jews in
the East (Tr. p. 17576).

He acknowledged the authenticity of a report i/hich formulated that

the Jews should pay a fine of t^'enty million because the Foreign Office

officials made in"bernational Jeviry responsible for Germany* s nllitary setr

backs in Ef-orld ^Tar II (Tr, p. 17579). .

This defense \vitness also clearly stated the criminal knowledge
of the Foreign Office officials with regard to measures against the
Jews. In his conviction, the deportation of the Jews from France to
- 104 -
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the East v;as an action of such a nature

"that all of us would be held responsiblG for
these natters and that some day we would have
to pay the price for this and I, myself, inwardly

prepared for this future"

(Tr, p,. 175^82).

The men adainistrating occupied France, in the words of this
witness, knew about the horrible deportations against the Jews in the

summer of 19i|2 (Tr. p. 17582), He ad-initted the possibility of having
received instructions from the Foreign Office in Berlin, which in I9I4.U
was directed by the defendant STESNGIhxCHT, to approach the Italian
officials to the effect that they were to annihilate their Jev/s in the
course of that year.

'Q. It is correct that you reported to the
Foroirn Office that a pogrom against the Jews

/

could net be started at that time because the

German army had not approached closely enough
to yoiir position, that one had to v/ait with
•that?

A,

I "think, yes, that this is one of the most

-significant oxamplos of cur tactics..."

(Tr-. p. 1758ii).

The Senior Counselor von Tj-Qnolskirch from -tho Foreign Office

Political Di-vision, a subordina-fce of the defendants '^'SIZS/iEGKSR, IDSRItUN,
acknov/ledged to have received directives from the defendant '•jEIZSilECIUR

ajid Erdmannsdorff/and reported to him (Tr, ,p. 191ill). He ac^mittcd having
g

/Sinsatzgruppen reports. Ho v/orked in -the Political Departaent in tho

section which dealt v/i-th political questLons of countries such as Russia,
Poland and the Baltic s-tatcs (Tc. p. 19138) ^nd had "bo admit in crossexamination the following:

"Q, Please don't evade ny question, Horn von
Tippelskirch, I am asking you whether you de

clared here that you saw these reports and -that
you were very much moved and shocked by these
reports?

A, I repeat that I was not competent to deal vdth
these reports,

I found out and was enlightened

about those repor-bs. That, of course, v/as within
the sphere of my work.

Q. ''•''ere you shaken and cbLd you tell your chief
about -bhe fact that you were shaken by these re

ports, as you maintain here?
A.

Is that correct?

Yes,

Q. Very well. Did you sta-be or did you jTut on
105. "
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paper - did you v/rite i t down that in most cases

which shook you so much, the dopartnent chiefs,,
the dirir.:entGn and idic Secretary of State had
been informed about the cases which shook you?

The State Secretary, I donH romember, but the
others wore my immediate chiefs,.

Q, If you put this word State Secretary down in
your own handwriting, is it correct or is it not?

A,

If tiiG word shows there, it is probably correct.

Q. Did you write at the time: 'In many cases
whore the natter seemed of special importance, I
supplemented the distribution list'?
A. Yes, but this only concerned the V/A reports.
Those were certainly not the Einsatzgruppen reports."

{Tr. p. 19lUl/l91ii2).
On rc-dircct examination the defense witness Tip-pelskirch admitted

tiat the Einsatzgruppen reports "went through my office for our in
formation by ordinary way of routine and I could not give directives.

I could only dra?/ the attention of my chiefs,to that, and that is what

I did"(Ir, p. 19mU).
The vd.tness von hargon for the defendant AUIZSAECK^ was an expert

on Trestern European questions.

He admitted in cross-examination having

reported, to the Foreign Office in Berlin about the Jewish deportations

from Belgium (Tr, p. l65lii).

Ho even reported to the Foreign Office of

rumors regarding the mass-slaughter of the Jews,

Therefore, the Jews

no longer complied vith 1dio order to register for dcportatLon.
'Q,

Ks

I shall pht to you that on the 11th of November

I9I42 you reported, to Idie Foreign Office that the Jews
were no longer reporting because in the course of tine,
through rumors of slaughters, thoy no longer complied
with this order to register.
A, I romonber that such rumors were disseminated
but I never gained any certainty about it.

Q. But you considered these rumors so important
•that you informed the Foreign Office about them?

A. Yes."

(Tr, p. I6^l8/l6^19).

Die reports of this y/itness to the Foreign Office not only
Included information on deportation of Belgian Jews, but also those

of German, Czech, Polish, Butch, Rumanian, Greek,. Slovakian, Russian,
Norwegian, Luxembourg, and Croatian nationalities (Tr, p,_ 16519),
This same defense 7/itness, who himself was connected with the
-• I06 —•
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annihilation neasuhos in Belriiixa a-ftcr havinr denied the jicisdiction

of the Foreign Office in the matters of the deportation of tho Jov/s, had
to admit in cross-oxamination that when ho said that the Foreir^

Office was not competent it really meant the Foreign Office did net
carry through the deportations through their own officials*

But in so

far as foreign political considerations were involved in tho Jovdsh
question, the Foreign Office was competent and "that was Ihe reason why
ho reported all deportation measures to his superiors in Berlin*•
"Q* If tho Foreign Office had no competency as
you suddenly say now, why did you negotiate vq.th
tho Forcig-n Office and carry on correspondence

about the.question of v/hothor Jews of certain
nationalities were to be included and v/hich
Jev;s wore not to be included?

A.

.

Because this question could have foreign

ropercussicns»

Q*

Ihus there was a competency for the Foreign

Office.

A* If I said that there was no competency on the
part of the Foreign Office I mean that there was
no competency for the deportations as such*

Q. ...In ether words, there was a certain
competency'" on "the part of the Foreign Office, is

Vf-

that correct?

A,

I would say in so far as "there wore foreign

political considerations involved.
*•

Q.

this was one of "the reasons for your

reports?

A. Yes,.,''

(Tr. p. l6^lU/l6520).

^.•?IiIZSASCi:rCR's son Karl Friodrick was asked in direct examination:

"Q. During the "war c-id you also talk to your
father about deportations of Jews and other
a"trocities?

Yes, partly wc talked about it gencrallyj
partly we c^lscussed specific cases*

Q* Did ycu and your father knov/ then that Jews
were bein." killed?

A.

Of course one knew that*

The big difficulty

was that it was kno™ that such things were

happening but that one did not know where and

how it happened**,"

{Tr. p. 10028)

Ihe son of the defendant I'/EIZS^iEGKER also remembered that in 19U2
he was informed ttiat in Russia "the Jews li"ving there were killed by
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the thousrjids " (Tt • p, 100 28),
Bid you huvG any infcmation about deportations
of Jqv/s?

iL,

It was inescapable if one wo.s living in Genaany

that one saw -thatc • Rrcn Berlin^ some Jews wore de

ported 7/hon I knew personally very well,

(ibr. pc

100 29)
:• vr,

Qt Bid your father never consider hclpinr- the Jcv^s
by open contradiction^ that is^ by protesting
publicly against Hitler's anti-Semitic policy?
Ao

v.'»v''d

"'.'Tollj wo riiscussed that too, and I can tell

you exaxtly what my father's'opinion wa.s on that

pointc

•, f

He said, 'If one did that, one would be

come a martyr, but one certainly 7/culd not help

4-

tlie Jews by doing ito.,.'"

(ir^ p^ IOO3O).

Instead-of bocominr; a rAartyr the defendant'"'SIZS-'^CKER signed the
• I'

•

death warrants without raising

'

>the slightest objections-,'

Ihe son of the dofondant bUlZS/LSCIvER reinforced the contontLon of

tho Prosecution that the defendant, had the power to influence the course

of annihilation'and tolmako cxemptionsc His (j)wn son teetified that his
father had ropcatcday {-iven instructlcns to the Foreign Office roprosentativG
Niels

in Gopenharcn that nothing should be done to the physicist Boor, a halfJew and a former toachor'of his scnj nothing did happen to Boor (see .also
I

ProSc Ex.. C-287, NG-OO^Oa Boc,^ Bkc 20l| A, Affidavit by Johannes

:v;

\

Idchtensteln - as to the'opposite'attitude of the defendant'"EIZSAEGKER,

also Frosn Ex.i 1675a NG-3573a Boc, Bk„ 60 B),| '
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The follo^ving defense vatnoses a:^nittcd their knowledre of the

execution of iiie annihilation pror-ran durinr the period of the defendant
STSEKGRi'XHT's State Secreto.ryship,

Most of then, were subordinates of

STSENGIiiCHT.

The vfitnoss ..fxndor Hcncke, who^ in I'lay 19l;35 succoecled the defendant

'•'rOERdAM in the Foreirn Office (Transcript p. 19U5l)

porscnally

connected with the annihilation progroris

He admitted that the deportation of the Jews from Hunpary was
"terrible and avfful" and further confirned that ho (the witness)

'Hvculd rather perish than stay in the Foreign Office
Y/hile these natters were knoYm",. (Tr^ p„ 19[t5l) ♦
The witness Henckc admitted kncwlodro of tlie ;x)rsecutic-n of the
Jews, and took note, of this information by initialinr it (Tr„

X9hS2) ^

He furidisr stated that a signature on a document involves the responsi
bility of the person sirningc.

R preat number of documents the witness

had signcd_« which dealt with liis oto participa,tion in 1he annihilation

of the Jews were passed on to the defendant'STEENCJtXHT (Tr, p„ 19k$S/l9hS^)

Hcncke a;tmitted that VTerner; Best^ the RLonipctcntiary in Derrnark,
reported to the Rj^ich Foreipr. Itinistry on the political measures he

took in Denmark (Tr, p„ 19U6U)(, Best was Roich FlGnipotontiar^?" as well
• chief of the German Lopaticn in Coponhapcn,

The vatncss

confirmed that Bost'frequently contacted the Foreign Minister a.nd the

State Secretary and visited the State Secretary STEENGItiCHT frequently
(Tr. p. 19U65),
"^,-,the current work in connection with Denmark

as far as it v/as of a foreign political nature
was dealt with by Department i'ol^ VI through the
nornoJ. channel j They Y/ere routed
the head

ii / f j

of the rolitical I^eparianent t-o the Ste.to Secretary,.
If i^atters wore involved v/hich were not routine

matters, they also reached the Reich Foreign

Minister5 to that extent, of course, I did sub
mit Danish matters to the State Socretaryo This
included communicaticns and telegrams which I
submitto't to the Roich Plenir)otentiary Best* "
(TV, p, 19U66),
V

Upon qUGstioninG, the v/itnoss admitted;

although the executor organ for the carry
ing out of the coun'Ler-terror actions was the

Sonderkomnandos of the Ss, Dr, Best was re109
'-

^

sponsi'ble for the political phase thereof, was
he not?

•

A, He was responsiblo for the political asr?ect^
that is rif^htr

And Dr^ Best continually reported to the
Foreign Office on the various acts of counter-

terror as they occurredj isn't that correct?
Aa Yes, I recall to ho.vc read a number of

reports about this,"

(Tr»-.p, 19U70)

He admitted that the hirjier SS and Police Loader Pancko was

subordinated for political guidance to the Foreign Office representative
4

Best

'He v/as certrainly instructed to observe Dr
Best's political directives
" (Tr. n,
19li72).

'Q, How, the question of counter-terror was an
important question politically as well as othorv/isc vdth regard.to the Foreign Office activities
in Dcmnark, isn't that correct?
A-j

Undoubtedly for the Forcirn Office it was of

particular interest^,(it/p, 19it75/l9l476),
The -general kncwlcdge in the Foroipn Office of the criminal actions

undertaken against the Jews is reinforced by the testimony of the defense

witness, Adolf Hcaingor, who stated that ho was sent to Budapest by the
Foreign Office, when STESlJGPuiCHT v/as State Socrotory ("Htc

18509).'

In lic.y 19iil4 ho visited six or eight Jewish camps where thousands of
people wore concentrated under gruesome conditions.

The defonso vdtnoss

confirmed -that he told his colleagues in Berlin about these conditions

'(Tr, p. 18510).
The witness for the defense, l^alter von Hellonthal, who was German

Consul in Monaco in June 19U3 (Tts, p, 90113) stated that the deportation

of -the Jews was against international law and human rights (Tr, p. 20113),
Ho admitted knov/lodge cf the killings of the Je/vs in the East,

"A,

At the beginning of the Russian campaijn a

special commando Joinod the army rdth some very

mysterious assigniaente, one cf which was this
peculiar solution of the Jewish problem.

Qo. bTiat do you moan by 'peculiar solution'?
Y;n mean the killings, don't you?

A, Yes.-, In -Uiq last analysis it is killing reolly,,, "
(Tr, p.

^

'Sie clefcnso v/itness Ulrich Doertonbach adnitted to have had

kncv/lodgG of the killing of the Jcnvs since the autunn of 19ii2*

These

criminal actions were known to a great many people in the Foreign Office.
The witness himself admitted to have talked to about 30 to 1;0 officials
on these criminal facts.

To how many people did you talk about it
in the Foreign Office?

/i. It's very difficult to sketch the circle so
quickly, perhaps thirty or forty.

Q. You talked to those thirty or forty about
the fact that horrible things were happening in
the East?-

A.

Yes,

4

4

Q. "".hen did you start to talk to your colleagues
in the Foreign Office about those horrible things?
V/hat v/as the date?

A. From the tiriie I first heard the ruriors, that
is, fall, 19li2, when I came to Berlin the next

tine and met my friends there, winter,. 19U2 tc
19li3 or spring 19U3^ I suppose.
Q. You also nentLoned hearing horrible things
from people on leave from the frcntj is that
correcb?

A^

1 didn't hear it myself but in Rome I

heard t^alk that people on leave from ihe East,
on ioavG in Germany, reported about atrocities

which they had experiencod or seen in the East
or of which they had heard," (Tr, p. 10612/
10613/I.061U).

.(\mong the officials w/ith whom this defense witness was particularly
close was the defendant SIESriGR.;CHT {Tr, p, 10588),
The defendant Veesenmayer called as a witness Fraulein Galler,
a long time secretary in the Germs-n Foreign Office. She wrote most

of the reports for the Minister Benzler in Serbia to the Foreign Office
in Berlin and als6 a few reports for the defendant Veesenmayer, She
was in Belgrade during the Gorman occupation (Tr, p. 20ij.06/20ii07),
In cross-examination she adinitted that in the actions against
the Jews in Yugoslavia a nuraber of innocent peoplj were deported.
"..♦it

was a preventive measure because one did

not know all the circle of suspects,"

(Tr. n

20li08).

^

She furthermore sta.ted tiaat one deported the Jews because they could
-

Ill -

have been dangerous

p» 20U08).

deportation measures agodnst the Jews were described by this
witness as being

"perhaps not cruelii*.but perhaps necessary^
judging the whole situation as it was." (Tr,

p. aDl;09)
'"hen again asked whether she thought the deportation of the Jews
was justified, she told the court:

"Naturally, under the prerequisite that'Jev/s were
taken into canps and were kept internedi

That

measure I would ho.ve d^gied justifledi" (To; p,
20i;10).

The attitude of this defense -witness who still in 19U8j maintains,
as she maintained in 19UU> that the Germans were jus-fcified, at least
in arresting the Jews and exposing them to the treatment of concentration

camps reflects in a peculiar enlightening -way the psychologico.1 atmosphere
which must, have existed among the Foreign Office personnel.
Ihe witness for the defense, Kurt Hellor, who vrorked under the
defendant Veescnnayer in Budapest and who knew the defendant from his

former activity in Berlin went with the defendant Veesennayer to Hungary

and remained tnoro from !larch 19U; until the collapse.

♦

He himself admitted to have participa-bed in conferences dealing

with political questions, including JG-\Yish questions (Tr. p. 20UU8),
The defendant Vcesonmayer not only carried cut that policy in
Budapest, but also was anxious to obtain the consent of his superiors

in Berlin (Tr, p. 20i4lt9),

This was the defendant STEENGRilCHT,

The -witness for the defense Gerhard Vogel, who gave affidavits
for the defendants 'TOERI-IiiNN and rdtter, was a former member of the Legal

Department of -the Foreign Office.

He admitted in cross-examination that

many measures regarding the Jews in Budapest went through the hands of

the defendant Hitter (Tr, p. 19UU8). The witness himself submit-ted the
matters of -the Hungarian Jews to Uit-ter and they were collected in

Ritter^s office in a special folder (Tr, p, 19liU8)^

The witness for the defense, ''dlholm ^-iackebon, who worked in -the
Foreign Office from April 1933 to the beginning of 19U3 (Tr. p. 11688)
-
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adnittcd that he passed inforaation to the Heich iHnistor and also to

the State ^ecreto.ry SIlilENGRj'^CHT in the Eoreign Office on so-called

retaliation neashres and other similar rao.tters in Prance (^r. p, 11691).
Ihe witness admitted, vdth regard to a docunent on the Jcvdsh
question, that he would have cliscusscd the matter with the defendant
Ritter

"because tdie question of mixing up the Jewish
policy with the German-French relations was
certainly of interest to us, particularly be
cause I

had tallied to funbassador fhetz about

it,.. " (Tr„ p. 11718),
?Iackeben further admitted that at an early date he had discussed

with the defendant Ritter the Jewish question.
"Q, ...when ddd you hoar for the first time there
that Russians, Poles and Jews were bijing killed
by the Einsatzgruppen?
A.

It's of course inrpossible to give you a date,

Q,

Approximately?

A.

I think for the first tine ^ heard it

approximately in the middle of 19i|2.
Did you read the reports about these kill
ings?

A,

los, one or the other V.A.^i, reports I did

read..

Q, ?hen you discussed this v/ith Ritter, i-^at did
he say to you?
these things?

'.'/hat was his attitude tov/ard .

A, T/hat we read there, of course, was repulsive
and despicable to any decent human being and
both of us opposed and rejected it.

If^
r?iij»'

Q.
A.

f.'JV

Did he ever say that it was atrocious or

horrible?

I think I can answer that in the affirmative.

Q, After these Jews were killed, other Jews were,
deported from Prance and other places, "'"'hat did
he say in connection to that?

A, I can say this,.,,The Jev/s who v/ere trans
ported away from Franca, of course, we did not
know in any way that they were being transported
away from there for the purpose of being killed,,.

Q, Do you think that-some of these were being
killed by the Einsatz Kommandos and others would
then be permitted to return to I-1r. Hitler's
country after they had v/orked there?
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A, The killings of the Sinsats Korananc'.os
confino thensclves only to Jews,. They also in

cluded coinniss.ars and oihers —at least olenents
that the Einsatzgruypen considered undesirable.

Q. Did you discuss with I5r. Hitter that these

deportations would not have" any good results for
the people who were conccnrned?

A, That nay bo possible." (Tr, pp. 11737/11738/
11739).

The above-nontloned former foreign office officials were very

reluctant to admit thoir knowledge in their efforts to protect their

former superiors. The knowledge of the mass-murder was of course also
current among the officials of other agencies.

The witness for the defense ^ans Globke of the Ministry of the
Interior stated:

knew that Jews were being killod in large

numbers;, and I was always of the opinion that
there wore Jev/s who were not killed, who were

still Tiving in Germany or in Theresienstadt or

c3.scv/hcr0j, in a sort of ghetto. "

Q.,

(by the defense counsel)

'loa thought that there were excesses but no
systematic extermination?
Ai- lb, I donH want to say that, I am of the
oirLr.:i oa - and I knew that at the tine - that
the ex.nomination of Jev/s was carried on

systeriiacicaliy, but I c'ld not know that it

supposed to apply to all Jews," (Tr, p. 15U71y*

The witness for the defense, Gerhard Klopfer, of the NSD.\P Chancellery

called by the defendant STEENGU/.CHT, admitted having participated in 1he
'•fennsee conference of January 19^2 in which "the final solution of the

Jewish quesUon" was .^dscussed (Tr. p. 19li9l) and also participated in
the conference of the ast of April 19U3 in which the sterilization of

the half-Jews was discussed (T^. p. 19U96/19U97). He admitted that from

the point of view of the German racial policy, the full Jews were con
sidered more dangerous than the half-Jcvrs; an admittejico which proves
that since there was agreement in principle on the sterillzatxon of the

half-Jews, measures of an oven more severe criminal character against the
full Jews have to be considered as an inescapable implication.

In this connection a memorandum, dated February 10, 19UU, by the
Nazi Ga-ulelter Frauenfeld, should be mentioned (Pros, Ex. C-27 2, NG,
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539U, Hoc, Bk,. 205 A,- p# 10 et, seq.)»
The Gauleiter in a report sent to various agencies teharx:»ly
criticized the atrocities carried out by the Germans in the 'Occupied

Eastern Territories, He denounced the 'Ruthless brutality" (ibid, p.l2)
"Which the Germans had exercised against "the native population and "nhlbh,

in its consequence 'ban only be called pa-fchetic and disastrous" (ibid,
P- 13).
Killing a sinrlo person, ivilhout due reason, this Nazi Gauleiter said, \
is murder and history ".Till condemn these raurders and its perpetrators

and "punish thera wi"th the v/orst of punishments - failurel

(ibid, p» 18),

This docuraent, introduced in evidence, proves that contrary to the
claims of the defendants TJElZS^lTiXJiCSR, -STEBNGraVCHT and

criticism

of the strongest nature was possible, even under Hitler, if it was form-ulated from the standi^cint of Germany's interest.
The defendants under Count V thus had always the opportunity to set

forth the strongest criticism and the most energetic oxDxoosition to the
mass murder c"'" the Jews had they argued from the standpoint of Germany's

foreign relatLcns; br.t they took just the opposite course.

These

defendants loj.:' e7<->d "uhe.t by their skill and experience they could handle
W'/

Germany's foreign policy in such a way as to make these killings possible
without too much ham to Germany's position in the world.

Especially the

defendant fffllZSAECICEIt must have been imbued with this conviction, con
fident of his experience as a diplomat and his knowledge of world re
action.

The testimony of these vdtnesses for "the defense, which were dis
cussed in this brief, rather extensively established and confirmed major
points of the Prosecution's contention.

These witnesses, mostly friends

and colleagues of tJie defendants, "proved that the knowledge of the criminal
actions against the Jews -was widesjjread among the Foreign Office offiaials
and po.rticular instances v/ere quoted establishing the fact that the
defendants had detailed knowledge of these criminal acts.

It was also shown, by various defense witnesses, that the Foreign
Office, in which these defendants held leading positions, participated

in the planning^ timing and o.uthcrising of the most ruthless mass killings
I

and criminal deportations,ever recorded in history.

...

The testiraony of the defense "witnesses clarified a particularly
important point with regard to an effort of the defense- to minimize or

. deny the competency of the Foreign Office in questions of depor"bation
ccnnecteu. with the "final solu"bioh of the Jewish question". Again a.nd
again the defense tried to prove that the Foreign Office officials had

nothing to do with the deportations and extermination of the 'Jews, but •

the witnesses for the defense slated here in court'that the policy"
*

' '

against tlie Jews v/as "witliin the domain of the Foreign Office to the
\

extent that Germany^ s foreign policy was involved.

It is the Prosecution *s contientionj and it wo,s "^poved by abundant

•Jk

evidence, and in part by testimony of defense affiants, that bocau-se of

•J

the existing connection beti";oen Germany^s foreign policy and the

criminal measures against the Jews-as non-Germoais or citizbns of fcreim
countries, the Foreign Office was a decisive institution to determine the

course of events in Germany's policy against the Jews. lioreovcr, that
•the systematic nan-hurts and prograrmnatic murder actions against -fhe

'

Jewish population of Europe were organized with.the Icnowledge, the
approval and the advice of ithe Foreign Office officials indic-lw4
✓

under Count V,
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ADklSSIClTS OF lEF DEFFiQAlTTS i::T CPEIn

As long as ths dsf^.ndants wsr^ not facsd vrith thoir

ovm deadly signature under documents, ssDOclally under the

photostatic c-opiss

the original instruments, they tried

to naintain a prophylactic distance from their criminal acts.
TJhui hior.ght face to face vith the hundreds of mute vritnesses
to their crimes, thev fo-und themselves in a serious dilemi'ia.

A series of interesting admittances and half-admittances ^rsre
the r-:sult.

A, ipiz^cpa
h'SIZSAECKEH staggered his defense:

on> the one side

be tried to sug~^st that he,-'as the doughty resistance fighter ' .
»

iDr. Jekyll, signed instruments of death perforce, to camouflage
his good resistance activities.
criminal tiT. Hyde was shaken.

But the conscience of the
Therefore he tried very often

to disclaim hi4 deadly signatures "by resort to "bureaucratic
\

nuances.

Cf course, if a defendant elects such a duplicitous

com-se, the credihility of hie whole defense story must travel
'
'
a painf-dl
voyage "betv/een Scylla and Oharyhdis.

Let us Re-

'

-''j?

hovr far "WSIZSASGKHE vrent in his acimittances.

The defendant WSI23ASCICSR admitted that he dealt with

the Jev/ish question as soon as "'itler had seised uovrer in 1933.

"I was dealing with it as early as 1933

i'n iTorway, duriiig my tempor^y \'K)rk in
the Foreign Office .,. f (Tr, page 9180)
In the pre-war period the dispersal of Jevrs and prevention
i

of their migration to Palestine was considered desirable in the

Third P.eich's plan to vr-^alcen its victims for the deadly "blow

against the Jev/ish population of Europe, and the defendant
WSIZSAECEEH not only approved that policy,- "but according to
his admission in crpss-exajnination, he himself oroposed the

scattering of the Jews as r. Third Heich method, (Pro9.Ssh;2109,

J,:
. -
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Doc. Sk, 57 ?, pagf? 137 of t.he Enf^lish, It, pags 91S1)
G-erraany's policj' ?g^:nst the Jews in territories controlled
"by the Goryians during V'orld Tfex II vras considered so in^portant for

tho shaping of Germany's foreign policy that the Stats Secretary of
. tho Foreign Office or his Under Secretary had to pass hpon and to

V.

authorize tlio annihilation process for each country. This authoriza
:

tion T,'as a prerequisite for the effectuation of the program,

!

"ka.ny things on the dr^eadful and tragic Jewish question" passed

%

through rj.s hands, the defendant states himself (Tr. pag-. 9193)
'ifnui the defendant I'JSIZSJl-CKSH "became State Secretary in the
0

"iiii

Foreign Cffice,. the division D.mtschland, vrhich v/as in charge of the

• 4-44^

operational details of the Jevrish question, was, "by the defendant's

S -

.. y-'A
• V.' - .H

ovrh acfmission, su"bordinate to him as State Secretary of Germany's

•,A•

10^

r.hM
•t-'

Foreign Cffice and not working independently ?.s an "island" in the

Foreign Cffice (Tr. page. 9184),

V/SIZSiUCKIIR a'^itted in cross-

iSaminatio'n that the la.to Luther of the division Deutschland was

^ecifically ordered "by Hibbii^trop to "bring deportations of Jews
and similar matters o.t ell times to the attention of the defcndai-t

(Tr, page 9192).
Tho defendant WSiZSiSGKSR received the reports of tho division

Deutschland regularlj'" "before they were su'bmitted to Ribhsntrop,

1i?hon Luther of' the division Deutschland vjorked cnit a coifprehenslve
report on the criminal policy carried out against the Jews in
Hungery, he sent this report to the defendant V/SIZShF-CICHS, who

passed uxoon it end forwarded it to tho kinistor (Prog.llKh, 3592,
; -Xt 5806, Tr, page 91.v3).

}

hTasn the defendant 'riSIZShSOlCHS vranted the Court to believe that

his Subordinate Luther actad independently vritnout securing nis
approval or without irh'orming him in gen.^ral, tho Prosecution pr-^-seht-

ed him a document, (i^ 51E3, F-xh, 3594, Doc.Sk. ^9^ 3, p. 11) pToying
I

^

H 1

J

4.1

th^.t Luther was not in a position to take initiative", but roceivod
Y

his instructions for actions against tho Jovrs in various cbuntrios,

,•>,1

a;i:

''
i
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V.

OT tb-=5 ETOproval thsrefor frnm -his superiors, including the defendant

T®ISSA3C23IR,

In fact, Lu^ther had t-^ pass tiirough the defendant

to the Ihrveign Minister Hihhentrop pad vice versa,
Foreign hinister ^Lihhontrrp passed through the

'•

•.

defendant v.HIZSillCKEIl before the division Deutschland cou3.d act with
the necessary sutbr-rity.

Confronted with this Prosecution document (hC- 5123, Exh.3594,
DoCtBn, 97 B, p„ II) the defendant tCElZSASGKER reluctantly admitted

that "it did heppen;

(Tr, p^e 9197), "but he hastened to give

the excuse that it was not the rule, "but rather the exception

page 9197), He did not offer an oxplana-tinn as to why in
exccptiona.1 cases this vras th'i procedure, "but even if one wore to
ta^^e that a.dmittance as full truth, it would denonstrato the

defendant iffllZSAnCifSIR's criminal re^onsi'bility in participating in

tno Third Reich- s monstrous r.assacre of the Jews -of Europe, a guilt
of like tcrrihlo gravity to the guilt of having initiated the
program^

•

^

'

The Prosecution was not satisfied v/ith the vague half—admission
of the -dof-ndant ^VEIZSAJCCKEEl, and a document vras shovrn to the

- defendant which proved that the "exC'ptions" to v'hich he had roferred
vrore rather the normal channel of "business (Tr. pages 9197-9210)
Proof that the dofendaiets were familiar vrith the term "final

solution of the Jewish question" and yet continued in an office
which participated in it, is contained in the cross—examination of

• 1.

••'i I

the defendaiit "WEIZSAECKSR,

Ml

"I saw the words -final solution* and 'entire

solution for Eurtpc' and similar things, with

vacillating :peanings«

eften" (Tr. page 9212).

,

I saw and /read them

. proof of 1VBI2SAECKIER's knowledge of the moaning of the term

"final solution of the Jovrish question" is contained in the Binsatzgrxppen R.-port ho, 6 (hC 2656, Exh„ 1736, Doc. Bk. 61, p, lio)
covering thep riod fron the 1st of pctoher to the 31st of October

194X.

This repor;t, vrhleh has already been quoted in the brief, vorv
^
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"bluntly tells the ghastly story of mass murder of thousands of v;omon,

children, bid and young men of the Jewish population in the Bast:
"i:t_Shitomir

Je:ws_had_ to he_shot ..."

"As e:5)iatory measure for acts of sa'botage_4dO_J^w^ wore
hill^d_at ChOT^on . ..

"Th^ ^o].ution_of the_J^viish ;^ro"bl3m wa^ t^en up
^n^'£3ticslly; "by tho Jlinsatzgrupp ^.n of the Security
Police and the Security Service e^ecially in the
district oast of the Dnjspr. Tlie districts recently

occupied "by the Eomjoandos vjore cleared of all Jews.
_At t.his_occasipn 4891__J^w^ were_llauidaied ..."
(jrO 2656, Exli. 1735, Doc.Bk. 61,

, p. 115 of tho :3nglish)

Phis Jvinsatzgruppcn r^ort Ko. 6 (iC 2656, Sxh. 1736, Poc.3k,61,
pages liC-115) \\fas suhmittod to various departments of tho Pbroign
I

.

,

»

.

Office on the 10th. of Pocom'bor 1941, including the Political Division

and Initialled "by tho dofendajits

and ESDI^^^SDCEPP (EC 2657,

Bxh. 1737, Doc.Bk. 61, pages 116-117).

Cn page ono of tho mcnorandum

(iJO 2657, 3xh. 1737, Doc.Bk. 61, pages 116-117)

was added:

the marginal note

"To ho suhinitted to the P.eich Porcign Minister via

'y

,

the State Secretary" ^id under it ^^SIZSAECICBa's signature.

VThen the defendant ^VEIZSABCiCSR referred in his testimony to the

"vacillating meaning" of the term "final' solution of the Jewish
question" he cannot deny that at .least "by the end of 1941 "the

,,

'

r

v?nilla.tion" had finally come to a stand still and the killing,

gls.ughtor and. murder of the Jews had now crystallized as the clear,

practical and stable policy vrhich from now on wa,s tecnnicaliy
possible aiid politically unopposed "by the Foreign Office,

Vnion during 1942 tho various State Secretaries of the German
\

r

ministries wore called together in conferences to work out in comioon
tho dotails of the Final Solution of the Jewish question, the dofpndaal; ,

T'ffilZSA'SCETH v;as represented "by his subordinates, who reposed to him
on tho rqsaits of tho meetings.

In tho "lords of the defendant

TiEii^ZSASCiGlR himself, his su.bordinates participated in these coiiforeiicca.,
the Foreign Office "...might be able to contribute what had
••

'•

bojsai'd

t
••V

'• W
.....u..

Vn/n

i't i' iV/'r -

; 'i'

•

r-r

on tho sabject from tho vie-\yp^int of foreign policy" (Tr.pags 9227).
'

/

Hovrover j he denied knowledge of the result of this conference, a
♦

knovrlcdgo which had already "been proven.
/

,
4

The pressure and other activities of the Foreign Office in the
I

pra.ctical execution of the measures against the Jews in various

occupied countries of Furope v;ere admitted very reluctantly "by the
defendant

23AFCKFR in a few ^ecific cases.

.

•/

He stated, that the

prcGsuro put on the Danish government with regard to the Jev;s, was

done through an official of .the Foreign Office .(Sr.. p. 9186).

yk
- ti/hen the Hungarian government was unv;-illing (Fx. 3593, HO 5085^
Doc.Dk, 97 3, p, 9) to carry out all of the anti—Jewish me a. sure s

against the Hungarian Jews, German pressure on the Hungarian govern
ment v/as necessary.

WBInSASCKFE.

This pressure was exorcisad "by the dofendcnt

In cross-examination he admitted the "possi"bilityT of

his "being the author of the respective document (Tr, page 9194 Also I®- 5085, Fxh. 3593),

\/hen

was confronted with his ovrn authorization to deport

a total of 6,COO Jews from France to Auschwitz, signed "by VPEIZSAFCICHIR

and two of hig Tjrider State Secretaries, including the defendant

(see Fxh. 1697, m 4954, Doc. Bk. 60 B, pages 162 ff;
also Fxh, 1698,

HO J34, Doc, Bk, 60 B, page 173), the defendant

^CFRi'Ijkin\ offered a.s an e^planati'^u for these signed approvals the fact

tha.t these d^ortations v/ars considered important matters and there
fore signed by the persons mentioned above (Tr. page-11498).
\jFl2SA0CICSR faced Vfith the same docfuraent wanted to .make the Tri'bunal

"believe that his authorization for processing 6000 human "beings for

deatn was given in order to prevent them .from being shot, as hostages^
in Franco.
•

•

excuse that Jev/s 'were shot in France

.without any trials m a period when WFIZSAEGICBE himself was State '
Soerstary and his subordinate Otto Abetz, the Ozar of France, seeyjig
not to be very happily chosen.

Finall;^'-, the defendant WFIZaABOICER admitted that documents clas^,Bif.f
iM<•I

K- W

ied as "sealed matters" were distributed "by his office under his

responsibility (Tr. page 9218) which proves the large range of his
responsibility.
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^Ih© defendant TOSHviAIDT made the fr^ll^vfing "broad admission
(tr. page 11063)

"I also did and do consider myself rosponsi"ble for

for what happened in the Politick Division of which

1 Vfas hea.d even v/hen I did not anprove or did hot
know individual cases

. 0?he defendant iroHRliAO, in cross-examination, also confirmed tiiat
I

'

a grGa.t iiumhsr of doc-umer.ts wore sent from the division Deutschland to

the State Secretary ^^EIZSASCIOE through his, TOSRMMLfi s office and then

from !iElZSADCOiR to Minister Ri'b'bentrf^ (Tr^ page 11487),
At a very eanly stage of the war the defendant

learned

about the killings vrhich wore carried out "by the Gormanc in the Occupied
I Dastorn Territories.

^iThen did you h^ar or vrhen did you find out that

polish and Russian. Jews were "being killed in the
East "by the Einsatzgruppen?

"A,
A-

VII

II" ft; iji

pp'V., 1,1.-i'

The first Einsatzgruppon report which I sav; camo
ray attention in January 1943 and I thirds: it
possible that I hoard of gauh matters earlier

I

U ' I t M'i

fmn other sources, particularly the so-called
VIA.A." ^
•
(Tr, pages 1149S-11493)

"•Foreign Office representative attached to
the individual array group •
The defendant IVDERI^iAi'Tividentified his initials on an Einsatzgrupxicn

•'i

r^^ort, dated May 30, 1943, which contains information on the enter—

raination nf large num"bers of Jews.

ii

'

The report stated that the actir>n

against the Jews in the Crimean area "was con^iletod in the main "by

early Decvemher -1941" (Tr. p^e 11494).

Yet the defendant WOSHIIAiTJ in

sisted that, in spite of his knowledge of mass killings of Jews in t^e

East "by the Einsatzgri^jpen, he was under the In^rsssion that the deport
ation of ^Earrpe's Jgivg to the East was 'a dopor "cation for lahor.

"0,. How coijld you assume that those people would
come "back after jmu had seen in "black and white -

in the reports .-"that in the Crimea 6,000 had
"been killed and in other plaeoe from 10,000

I* /

//'c

to 30,000 ha.d "been killed".

How could you then

:

assume that the dead would return?

0 lO?

r--

"A.

r-

That's quite a diff-irent case.

Those are the

Jews who v;ora deported to tl^o Sagti hut those
-123 -
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"Ap (cnnt,)
vrore th3 rnes who wsro killed "by the Sinsatzgruppen in connection v/ith the fighting in
Russia.."

pp^e 11496)

(2r

£ov;ever, the Einsa.tzgruppen reports

n ssYoral instances proudly

announce that the areas were "freed of Jews", which had "become a iTazi
terminolog^r to announc-e a great victory over an unarmed and helpless
/"

minor!ty»
i

In the last analysis the defendant li/OERI-LAill'? saw no way out of

♦

his dilomr.ia and tried to saggest the utter uhbolievahle, that the

Third Reich government was "freeing" vast areas "by massacring hundreds
of . thousands of Jews only to permit other handreds of thousands of
Jews d.qported frojn the western, south-eastern and central parts of

,

Jhiropo to live thoro . in poaco,

'•'•'his is the more unbelievable in that among the Jews who wcaro de—
I

ported from the R-bovo-nontioncd regions of Europe to the Bast, a
great portion origina,tod from the ver.y same region in which their

brothers, sisters, mothers and fath-^rs had been killed before they, in
turn,. V7Grc for-,.3ibljr shipped by the G-ermans,
\

In the cro^s—©:canination of the defendant I'/OERMMIT a statonnt of
the defondaiit hinsolf is of the greatest dqportance, not only with re^
gard to the defendant Tv'OERMAiyH, but equally regarding the criminal
responsibility of all 'the leading officials of the Foreign Office,
<

including the defendants under Count V»

1Vhon the Prospcutlon asked

V

the defendant v/OtrRVA'vTiT ^.fhy he consigned matters dealing viith the de
portation of'the Jows from France to Auschvd-tz, the defendent \VOIRI«"iAElT
came forth \dth the stator.ont that ho and the other officials of the

Foreign Office signed the document on these deportation measures and

that it meant that he saw no v^id political reason to objoct to those

measures (Tr. page 11498).
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c, SEISHJRACHO:

Ihe defendant 5T3SK3\RACHT, who succeeded the defendant

TJSI2SABCSSR as- State Secretary in the Fnreic-n Office in J^ril 1943,
made interesting admission • ahout the so-urces ef infornp.tien and

the general knowledge of a. State Secret,ary in the Foreign Office,
.who receivedj in order to enable hin to fulfill his duties, a Tast
amount of information from all countries of the globe^

Thus, the State Secretary of the Foreign Office was among those
Oornan digni-fcaries who wore constantly, regularly, and extensively
infornod on world opinion - a reminder that according to gonerai
principlos of law and justice, many activities of the Foreign Office

involved the criminal responsibility of those v;ho participated in then.

The Prosecution >cs not contend that the RSHA submitted reports
on all the details of its work to the Foreign Office, but the

Prosecution holds tha.t it is of parti-eul-ar significance that certain
reports of the SD v/ore sent to the Foreign Office, and that ai'-iong

0

these reports were those of the Siiisatzgruppen, dealing in the
I.

_

'

massacres of the civilian population in the occupied eastern territories,
.including the extermination of the Jevrish population therein^
The defendant EJE'^lHyHACtiT admitted in cross-exarination that

all foreign and press matters were submitted to the State Secrctaxy

in a press conferenceo

In addition, the transcripts of Goering^s

secret monitoring service w-ere submitted to the State Secri)tary

(Tr» pa^G 10G40). The various subordinate agencies such as the diplo
matic sorvicos and missions submitted their reports to him regularly

(Tr, page 10640) and rocoivod in return guidance and instructions of
a general and particular nature.

:

It is, therefore, not astonishing that the• defendant STiETOAaHT,
as the State Secretary in,the Foreign Office, had, as he hiJnself ad- ,

'

mitted, knowledge of Amorican public indignation abor.t the extormin-

ation policy carried out by his ovm administration against the

i' 'V'-5

Jewish population of Surope (Tr, page 10643)» On the witness st.uid the

...-••I.....-•ViAi

-•
'tfftVin

,

.

•

V'ii !

•
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defenda-it

also renonbered that a messa^a submitted to him,

sent bj- the President of tho United Ste.tes, rea,ding:

"The American

people v/ill hold the perpetrators of these crinss to strict

accountability in a, day of reckoning which will surely come" (Sr.
pa,gG 10643),
The defendant STETiliD-HACET also admitted that he "occasionally
received SD reports if and when they were submitted to the poroign

'Office," (Tr^ page 10540),
In liis examination, the defendant STDUITORACHT admitted by ir.plic—
ation his criminal activities, assevering that this policy had alrca.dy

been v/oll established by his predecessor and that.he. as a ncwconcr,

just follov/ed the established line.

'*

Tho Prosecution a^oes with, STKUiirGRACHT that a gr3a.t nombcr of

criminal acts preceded

his fpeointment as Secretary of State-c

A

long cha-in of criminal moasi^ros ha.d been plarjied, undertaken and

successfully concludoo. before ^ri], 1943..

These plans and overt

- acts fall mainly to the criminal re^onsibility of the' defendant

4

^0]IZSABICIII1R.

However j tho defendant STIS'•HCtRAGHT willingly pid knowing

ly continued tho csriminal lino which ho inherited from his predecessor.

This boca-ne apparent when. SPSEHiHAOET, confronted^with Prosecution

i doconont ilU 5118, Sxh. 3639, .Doc, Bk. 98 B, p, i, after identifying
it as dealing id.th the intervention of a Swedish diplo&iat to save
the Jovdsh children of Dernark, stated that he had told the foreign
diploi:at
"that it was not Sweden- s business to inter
vene on bshalf of the Jewish children of .

Denmark" (Tr. page 1C343)Thus the defendant

gave proof tlial he ooaplotely

^

(

identified himself •v/ith the radical and crir.ina.1 moa.suros ag.ainst the
. Vl;
Jews.
I

•

,

.

.

The exteraination policy of the Third Heich against the Jevri.sh
population of Darop*G, with which the defendant had Identified himself
by his acts, did not tolerate any human considorations.

Children,

as well as rdults, wore oar-rnarked for extormina.tion and the defendant
/

- Ih6 ^

- • >.
.ii-.

• /-'i V'- '

S-!iirsi"G-RACET went s'^ far in participa.ting in that criminaJ. p'^licy that
he refused, to listen to the voice of pity, for it \ia.s one of the aims
of his government that there sh'^uld he no future for man, v;oman, or
child of that

of people,

V.'hen faced with Uxhihit S644, m 5138, Doc.Bk. 98 B, pa^o 65,

SDiiljlKG-BACH!! admitted that he had authorized ohjections t^ the saving
of Jcv/ish children from Eoumania hound for refuge in Palestine,

Sl'ilBiSlEACHO} offered the "excuse" that there v;a.s a comnitnent made hy
his predecessor ("MEIZSASCKBR) to tvro Arah leaders, e^ecip-llj^ to
the G-rand l^hifti of Jerusalem, so that "these decisions could not he

changed any more" ^Tr, page 10653),
STSIBu^PJlCEl' s excuse in this natter should he regarded in the

light of the proof which the Prosecution offered

5747. 3x. 0-277,

Boc.Bk, 204 A - see also affidavit of Karl Eekov;ski, BO 5461,.
0—361, Doc, Bk, 215 B) namely that the Mufti Vf Jcrusalon was
a paid agent of the Foreign Office (Tr, page 19149).

In other

words ihe defehdant STISSBGRACHT vrant'id the Court to helieve that he

1)

Vfas hound to fr-iio^ the orders of an agent who v;as financially

dependent on S^FBOHACFIT^ s ov;n Foreign Office fundsThe persecution of the Jews in G-raece with oil. the crinined

implications knotm from persecution in other areas of Surope, had

started hefrTe the defendant

repla.ced the defendant

WdlZSABIOEHE' as State Secretary in the Foreign Office,
"Ifhe dep-^rtation of the Jaws in Greece had
already haen carried out to the greater
parv/ at the time I hecame State Secjretary..."

(Tr, page 20646)

llien the sahordinate of the defendant STFni^HACH!!, von lhadden,
suggested to the defondar.t that no exceptions should he granted in

the mtpasures. against the Jevfs in Greece (Pros,3xh, 3642, BG 5052,
Doc.Bk, 98 B, p.13), the defendant in his own handwriting vn-ote rti

the document the word "Agreed" next to his name (Tr. page• 106*47),'
th\Ts authorizing the murder.
In orp-:ii court the defendant SUSFBGRAGHi insisted that
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lator

I o'bjected cn tho ground of

foreign politic?! p'^ints of vi-3w, and the sane
^plied to ths'Undsr Secretary of State, Hencke.
Vfe drew "up p. nonorsmdim in which v/e estahlished,
epprnxi:nately, the f^llnvrlng: 'w'e said that ^
puhlic feeling all over the 3»J.kan states would

he nuch deteriorated as p. result of this rperation

..."

(It. page

10646)

This stateraent is in narked contradiction to his ovm answer

in Couct that ho (the defendant SISSl^OHACHT) found a situation
already on hand regarding nep.sures against the Jews and proceeded

according to this prp.ctxce (Ir. pages 10647—10648).
In cross-cxanination the defendant SISSi^jRACEI

stated, that the

roprosoiitativc of the Oernan Foreign Office, his suhordinate Werner

Best, vras the'highest political representa-tive in Denuark (Ir. page
1048?). . T/hen Bvest decided to call for additional G-csu^^ official's
in order to carry out the ,crinin.al'policy in Demark, he channelled
his requests vhrpugh the Foreign Office in Berlin in order to obtain

those Gestgpo officials^

Ihis is clearly shovm hy & Prosecution .

docp.:;'.cnt (exlr, 1496. doc„ ];i9- 4533, Boc.Bk. 52, p. 10a), vihich vras
put to the defendant' SIS~A13R.'lCHf in Court.

This document prorated

his cadnissions that such a request for additional Oest^o officials

vrent through the Foreign Office (ir. page 10486).
i!

A

*

fTur:r.iation of Adt-iecions

of Defendants

VffitZ.SASCm, wmmiw and 3I®hIIC-HAGHI

In spite of extrer.e reluctance to testify to certain facts the"
defendants hriij.ZSAFGiaR, WM'M'm and SIHSIDRACHI, when confroutod '
with Prosecution documents, reinforced the P.rosGcution-s case oven

when they tried do^erately to offer painfully constructed ex
planations end devious excuses,

IHssb excuses often ir5>].ied vrhat

ha,d hetn previously denied hy the defendants, and frequently con^firnod v/hat the defense hr.d contested.,

'

• _

BhUs., hy their oi-rn direct or indirect adm^ssiDns ,• the defendaiits

proved th^ir authorization of and participation in the roass-gTura^er
of millions,

. i' ' .
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She testibf^ny of the defendants Rittor, Yeosennayer and
Bohlo is discussed in separate tri?l "briefs.

^

However, 'it should

'"i'-A

"be nontioned that both Veasennayer and Bohle nade their adnissionsH

in'a frail]- and convincing manner, quite different from T.^SlZSAjilC-'RIB ,

if''

STBBRG-RACET and WOERI^LAHIT.
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